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Legend of Colors
Anonymous
As in his shallow pan
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering
from the muddy sand and rubble
the precious, golden
flecks, the colors of his avid
searching; so
the authors of the following
pages have aspired to distill
from the drear and commonplace
dross of raw reality and everyday
experience of their colors, transmuted through
literary experience into the gold of transcendent
self-expression.
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The Dragon’s Glow
Kristina McGee

Before the tall window stood a girl
a brush pressed against her lips.
She sighed while staring at the simplistic art
that lay in front of her eyes,
the dragon's scales dull without the rainbow
of light that would soon add beauty to the page.
Droplets of cool white color touched the page
before a gentle blue hue became the sky, a girl’s
imagination. An imagination flowing ideas like a rainbow
flowed into a simmering pot of gold. Teeth bit into red lips,
red from a constant worry that the eyes will see. The eyes
of others will look at the art
with shame and disappointment, that this art
would be placed upon a wall for the world to see. Beauty
is shown in her twinkling eyes.
She was just a teenage girl,
with a love of a lizard like beast. Her lips
turned up and quickly a rainbow

of color danced across the page. Rainbows
of ruby reds, piercing purples and other colors became the art
and talent of her brush. Upturned in a content grin, lips
shined with the dragon’s reflection. Pure beauty
gave joy as this young creature, this young girl,
saw her piece take form and she looked into his eyes,

the dragon’s amazing eyes, large yellow globes, these eyes
were daunting and terrifying compared to the rainbow
of scales and traces of brighter oils the girl
strategically placed on the blank canvas. Slowing forming art
a once simplistic piece of stretched cloth now displayed beauty
as well as a horror of sharp fangs and yellow orbs. The lips

turned downwards towards the earth and quivered. She bit her lips
once more and soft drops of glass escaped her eyes.
They fell quickly as she realized the beauty
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she created had been finished far too soon. The rainbow
of scales taunted her, trying to make her start over, the art
was complete though. And she was no longer a girl.

She is an artist with rainbow like eyes,
a paintbrush touching her soft lips.
A spectacular girl who made a rainbow touch the page.

If I Could Fly
Ruth Lerum
I drift, swathed in clement currents, warm
in the balmy embrace of the breeze. Lighthearted,
I float freely, borne by blue
breath. Bathed in sunshine, I doze
in my heavenly cradle, free from earthly
cares and stress. My tropical hammock
of air is cozier than any feather
bed, and I am content in slumber.

I dash over the mountains, white
with glistening snow. Crisp, cold air bites
my nose and cheeks, whistles through my ears,
and wakes me into life. Race the clouds. Race
the birds. Race the wind itself. I glory in my speed
as I hurtle through the skies. Soaring, plunging,
slashing through empyrean space, I guzzle
new air and revel in its purity.
I contemplate ancient spaces—vaulted
cathedrals—beyond common sight, impossible
to reach. Chandeliers, sparkling over
ground-bound grasp, shiver
at my stroke. Planted on solid nothing, I gaze
upon lonely gargoyles’ grotesque
pleas for recognition. Neglected niches
delight in my presence, noticed at last.
I soar among celestial spheres, away
from heaving throngs of people crushed
together, swarming over the soil, hastening
about. Solo, secluded above the mess,
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empty space and order are mine. But, solitude
is lonesome, so I return, attach my feet
to the ground, and once again consider
the mechanics of walking.

Eagre
Tori Nickol

Rain spits on the lake’s surface, pelting water
furiously trying to escape itself; it ripples
until it is too exhausted to go farther. Air,
soggy with prickly, wind-blown pine
recklessly careens through the drops, propelled
by a storm so hungry I can feel its grumbling
disturb the dock beneath my feet. I stand
shivering on rotting, spongy boards that trap
pieces of crying sky as they tumble
down to earth. You always loved the lake
best on days like this—that vast body
of water tumultuous with rain. The most tragic
love story on Earth, you’d say—painful,
the way the waves grasp uselessly for sky,
never quite reaching, no matter how far
they stretch toward horizon. Above it all,
the sky shouting its objection to this cursed
romance, weeping over the insurmountable divide—

really nothing more than wisps of pearly foam. Peaceful
days, when the lake indifferently gazed
up at the clouds, made you sad. On these days
you said the lake gave up, simply tossing lazy waves
at the sky. For me, when the placid lake echoed
with osprey calls and wind whispered through velvet
moss, that was when it all felt right. But even then
I wanted to love the reflection you saw in the stormy lake.
Now, toes curling around the edge of saggy wood
and wet hair whipping my face, I can’t feel
appreciation. I feel cold. My icicle hands grip
my arms while furious waves hurl
themselves, kamikaze-style, at the dock. You said “love
story” but all I see now is a paradise lost
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and gone hellishly wrong: the stupid lake clawing
desperately for the sky, the selfish sky
hollering incoherent obscenities, separated naturally
by that divide refusing compromise. Alone
on my dock, standing in this cacophony,
I strain to hear the symphony
you promised you could hear. There is nothing
but the tumultuous lake, too proud to realize its own folly.

A Court of Thorns and Roses
Samantha Reed

A court of thorns and roses rests
shrouded in cloaks of glamourous
conspiracy. Disorienting
vibrant silhouettes flood
the crowded courtyard.
Masked in copious silks,
faces masked with powders,
stinging taunts soar through
putrid air. Echoes whisper.
Secrets revealed. Wasted.

Smiles paraded on painted faces
hide leers lurking beneath alabaster
skin stained red by
blood bom of crushed blooms bonded
through servants’ tears.

None behold the oak.

The stained oak. That sordid oak dripping
crimson into the malicious gathering. The fresh
obstruction no longer entertainment.
Finished.
>
Raven gossamer caress snow,
floating helplessly in violent gusts.
An unmarked target, they miss a fracture births untouched air
taunting ivory flesh. Left wanting.
Russet marbles penetrate
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whispering reticence. Ethereal ink
embraces decaying skin dancing with phantom breath.
Entombed by passionate abhorrence.

Magnificent delight
dulled in betrayal by blood.
A spectacle. Whirlwind. Commander
of men. Seductress. Mischievous. A witch at the right
hand of the king. A sister.
Gone.
Broken.
Defiant.
Beautiful.
Forgotten.

Loving Naples
Debra Bemardi

My friend, Nancy, has a clipping up on her refrigerator that reads, “I highly

recommend falling in love with a city. It’s more faithful and stimulating than a man. And if
you pick the right one you never have to cook again.” For the last several years I have been in
love with the southern Italian city of Naples.
I realize it’s almost trite to love Italy—but it’s not trite to love much-maligned Naples.
When I was getting ready to teach there a few years back, my Montana friends were quick to
insult it: “City of thieves,” one said. Known as rough, chaotic, impoverished, dirty, Naples has

gotten a bad rap: only 13 percent of tourists to Italy even go to the south, most heading to the
center and north of the peninsula.
To me, it became a source of pride to love Naples. One of my students suggested I say
that the “city of thieves” stole my heart—and it’s true. Much like falling for the “bad boy” in

high school, loving Naples has meant being able to see what other visitors miss, distracted as
they inevitably are by insane traffic, ubiquitous graffiti, and recurring problems with garbage

collection. I was like that, too, when I first arrived, detesting the dirt, fearing the traffic and
pickpockets.

But then one cloudy Sunday morning, after I had been there about a month, I came into a
Neapolitan piazza I had seen a dozen times before and I gasped: the graffiti and bits of refuse
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faded into the background and I could only see the clear greys and golds of ancient palaces

lining the square; the carvings on a 17th-century spire, a sign of the city’s gratitude for surviving
the plague; boys and girls playing soccer wherever 4 square feet of extra space appeared; a

mandolin singing O Sole Mio on the historic street called the Spaccanapoli: I was hooked.
I adored the brusque shopkeepers, the fact that simply crossing the street was an act of

courage, the knowledge that the city did not exist for tourists. There was an honesty in the
Neapolitan grittiness I admired. Perhaps it was because the city had no time for pleasantries:

Vesuvius looms in the distance across the Bay, an ever-present reminder that fiery death may
await us all.
It was easy, I said, to love tourist centers like Venice or Tuscany—that’s like having a
crush on Vinnie Fiore, the cutest boy in my high school class. How hard is that? To those who

touted the beauties of Florence, I would sigh and roll my eyes. Florence? Where the street names
actually match the maps? And almost everyone speaks English? Please. You might as well go

to New York. Rome? Beautiful, yes, but too many tourists. Give me Naples.
So when I returned for another extended stay last spring, I expected more of the same

love. But, as in any relationship, there comes a time when you look at your beloved and say,

horrified, who IS this person? Alas, my bad boy was worse than I thought. Rough, dirty, and
gorgeous, but also xenophobic.
A middle-aged African American woman working for the US consulate last spring told

me that Neapolitan men yelled to her in the streets, assuming she was an African refugee and

therefore a prostitute. Never, she said, could she feel comfortable wearing anything that was in
the least bit revealing or feminine. Worse, she had been physically assaulted —pushed, hard,

across the sidewalk as she walked home from work.

Perhaps the worst instances of ethnocentrism are visible in attitudes toward the Roma, the
European ethnic group called “gypsies,” some 150,000 currently living in Italy. Long victims of
racism, half a million Roma were thought to be exterminated by the Nazis. Last spring, several

of my own Neapolitan friends—smart, complex thinkers—ignored this history and fell into
sweeping stereotypes, describing the Roma as beggars and thieves who live by choice in squalid
camps separate from other Italians. My friends’ anti-Roma attitudes are shared: One 2014 survey

found 68 percent of Italians want the Roma expelled, whether or not they hold Italian passports.

In an eerie reminder of our own American lynch law, vigilante mobs have attacked Roma camps
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outside Naples, accusing residents of kidnapping and rape. In 2008, news outlets ran photos of

Italians enjoying a day at a Naples beach, as the drowned bodies of two young Roma girls (both,
by the way, bom in Italy) lay nearby.

I know for certain that all Italians do not share these attitudes, that, in fact, racism is

rampant in my own nation, that ethnocentrism is a global issue, that I myself battle personal
demons of knee-jerk stereotyping. Still, I felt profoundly sad, disappointed, even a little angry
with Naples. But I guess that is love, too. Places—like people-disappoint you; you get mad; you

get sad; you love them anyway. I think of the local grocer with the kind eyes, struggling to

understand my Italian; the 80-year-old American expat, telling me her story of an unfaithful
husband; I remember a summer dinner on the roof of my friend’s home, talking about the World
Cup, half in Italian/half in English, the domes of the city lit below; I remember the sight of the

island of Capri, rising from the mist across the Bay.

The Farmer
Tori Nickol
Fiery orange streamers of daybreak shoulder
through cracked, plastic shades, cupping lonely hands
in their light. Hands cracked and dry as his droughtcursed land, steepled over meager crumbs. He scatters
them away, even though his stomach is still empty
as the kitchen he surveys. Tipping back the feet
of his chair, he is precariously balanced between the breakfast
table and counter. A cluster of lemon drops, stale
and sour as the man himself, blare against the blemished
Formica countertop. Their brightness offends

him, mocking the absence of the fruits
of his labors. His mouth waters, but disgusted, he plants
the chair back on the ground. The orange
sky melts to blue, signaling that he must face
his shriveled, sickly land—like visiting an ailing
father in the nursing home, feeling betrayal
and self-pity that a parent could ever die. Finally,
nestling a crumpled cowboy hat on his defeated
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head and steps outside. The land, his dying father, gasps
for water, but the farmer cannot deliver life support. Dehydrated
earth collapses beneath his feet, a frayed
boot shifting on uncertain ground. He kneels, hands
steepled, praying over the crumbs of dirt his sole
dislodged. Like father like son, he cannot provide.

Hand on his shoulder, another silhouette stretches
across the dying land. She does not speak, no river
of words passes between them. But no river is needed
as he accepts his daughter’s offering. A glass of water.

Playing Dress Up
Gabi Eodice
Dress up and playing house, “What do you want
to be when you grow up?” Floppy hats and toobig shoes and Mommy’s retired
purse that still smells like the cigarettes
she quit years ago. One
time you found a single leftover cig
hiding deep within a pocket, snuggled
in some Kleenex. You took it out and looked
at it, rolling it between your marker-stained
fingers, chewing the wrong end with your baby
teeth. Mom snatched it from your smeary lipstick
mouth and screamed “NEVER DO THAT
AGAIN.” You in a hurry to grow up,
All dressed up and nowhere to go.

High school graduation. We moved
our tassels to signify that we were moving
on with our lives. Our English teacher
smelled like a mixture of spicy and pine
when we hugged her goodbye. You said
you weren’t sure if your eyes were watering
because of the perfume or because we were
leaving. In the morning, you vomited
cheap tequila and graduation cake in the church
parking lot. You said it burned
as much coming up as it had going down.
Rude awakening, finding out being grown
up wasn’t as fun as we’d planned. Ice cream
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for breakfast only tastes good for so many
mornings, you don’t know how to change a tire,
and oh yeah, I need medical insurance,
that’s important I guess. And now when we
look at yearbooks we realize that she is engaged
and he has a kid, and wait, we were kids not
that long ago ourselves. Playing dress up in
clothes that are too big, and we still don’t
know what we want to be when we grow up.

Boundaries
Samantha Reed
Taking my first step onto campus for the day, I was filled with a sense of dread. I

imagined that the feeling was similar to that of the Gladiators of old when they walked into the

arena, the sand beneath their feet and the roar of the crowd filling their ears. They did not know
if they were walking to their deaths, if it would be the last time they would see the sunlight - that

was how I felt now. I had to admit; the bleached brick of the school buildings could be
considered the wood of the bleachers upon which the bloodthirsty audience watched. The
gladiators had their arena, and I had my own within the upper quad of my high school.
The only difference was that the fate of the gladiators did not rest in their own hands, but

at the tip of a thumb from within the Pulvinus, the seat of royalty, the gladiators’ lives could be

forfeit despite their will to live. I had no will such as theirs, and they were in situations far worse

than my own, though I could still see the similarities. We were both forced into things against
our will, both seeking freedom, both denied justice. It was a strange thought, comparing myselfa petite and fragile girl - to a gladiator from Ancient Rome. Perhaps I was mad, which did not

surprise me as much as it should have.
I was suddenly thrown out of my internal musings, thoughts of words clashing together

instead of swords, pushed from my head as I tumbled to the ground - the edge of my sandal
catching on the edge of a crack in the concrete. I landed on my hands and knees, wincing as the
impact sent a sharp jolt up through my wrists to my shoulders while my knees hit with a force

that would surely leave bruises in its wake. The weight of the textbooks within my backpack
added an unneeded blow against my spine, almost sending me into a complete sprawl.
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As I was gathering myself to get back up to my feet, the sound of footsteps reached my
ears. It was very distinct, a sound I knew and had grown to dread. The slap of rubber and fabric

against skin and concrete brought my heart to beat in the same rapid rhythm, fear flooding my
veins as I quickly scrambled up onto my feet. The last thing I wanted was to be on my hands and

knees in front of Laura and her groupies. She stood before me, the three girls behind her looking

sort of like miniature clones. They all wore low-rise skinny jeans, crop tops, and rainbow flip
flops - a staple for this time of year in California. They were all perfect, golden tans either

purchased with considerable money or earned from lying out on the beach. It was strange that
part of my worst nightmare was a group of clones.
“Are you just going to lay there?” She said with a sneer, the expression distorting her
normally pretty features. “Wait,” she said with a laugh, the sneer turning into a satisfied smirk, “I

guess that’s what you’re good at, huh?” The girls behind her snickered, the sound deafening in

my ears.

I could feel my cheeks burning as I slowly stood, the sting of unshed tears causing my

eyes to water. I would not let her see me cry; I knew that was the only thing she wanted - a
reaction. When I did not respond, and instead stood back up on my feet with my head bowed, her

eyes narrowed. I tried to ignore them, her and her followers - but some occasions were harder

than others. It wasn’t just them; her boyfriend was a part of it, as were his friends. Nowhere on
campus was safe, not even the classrooms.

I remained silent save for a quiet sniffle, shifting the strap of my bag upon my shoulder

before I moved to step around them. Laura snorted, the sound quite pig-like in comparison, and
reached out and grabbed hold of my upper arm in a tight grasp.

“I’m not done with you.” She stated, her eyes still narrowed. I looked up at her, daring to

glance into her eyes for only a second. What I saw there was no surprise; the blue irises staring
down at me were as cold as ice. She released my arm, pushing me backwards so I stumbled. She

smirked once again, placing her hands upon her hips in a stance I knew all too well. “I love your
shirt. Where did you get it? Goodwill?” She and her groupies broke out into a fit of giggles, and I

ducked my head down once again while wrapping my arms around myself. She was right, of

course, but that didn’t take away the sting.
One of her friends stepped forward, Katie -1 think - and grabbed hold of my sleeve

before I could step back. “I think it would look better on a cow. She’s too pale for that color.”
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Once again, they all laughed and I tried to step away. They encircled me, like the pack of wolves
they really were.

“I bet she’s wearing nothing underneath it.” Another one said, a soft snicker following.
“Fucking slut.”
44 Whore.”
The words had the same impact as stones, each blow landing more painful than the next. I

wanted to run, to push through them and hide - but that was an impossible feat within the

confines of this campus.
“Come on, don’t be so fucking shy. Show us.” Laura added, her perfectly manicured
nails tearing at my shirt once again. “You don’t have to hide it from us, we know you like the

attention. It’s what you wanted.” She grinned, continuing in her pursuit.
I slapped her hand away, taking another step back until I felt the cool metal of the lockers

against my back. “Don’t touch me.” Her groupies gave a collective gasp, and the sound made my
blood turn to frost in my veins.

“You shouldn’t have done that.” Laura said in a low, dangerous voice. I shuddered,
shrinking down into the locker as my back curled - trying to get farther away though I was

practically cornered. "We know what yop are, you’re just a fucking attention whore. Making up
lies to screw important people over. You’re fucking worthless, dirty.” She spat out the words, the

playful cruelty from earlier now gone.

I flinched, dropping my gaze down to my toes as she continued. The words molded

together the longer she spoke, relentless in their assault. I couldn’t tell them apart anymore.

I couldn’t take it, putting my hands over my ears as I tried to block them out. Despite my

efforts, I still heard one last phrase. It was something I had heard multiple times before then, but
for some reason it now struck me to the core.
“You should just kill yourself, then we wouldn’t have to look at your pathetic face
anymore.”
They then turned away, Laura high-fiving her friends as they left.

All I could hear were her words on repeat. Go kill yourself. Go kill Yourself Go Kill
Yourself

By the time I had finally gathered myself and then reached my first class, the words in
my head had changed.
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Maybe I should.

♦
The rest of the day passed without incident, mostly. There were the usual stares and dirty
looks, but those held almost no meaning to me now. Ever since this morning, my mind had been
stuck in a state of constant replay. I thought it strange that three words, so easily uttered and
deceptively simple, had the power to alter my mind so completely.
It was not the first time I had thought of such a thing, killing myself, and I knew it would

not be my last. How could I not think it? Every day was a different uphill battle, be it struggling

to focus on the work before me, my teacher’s words, or fighting to keep the tears from my eyes
and my head up.
I sat at the corner table in the courtyard, pushing my lunch around my tin with a plastic

fork. I brought my lunch from home; it was the one thing during the day that comforted me
besides the book in my backpack. But, as I sat there playing with my food, I had no appetite. I

didn’t know if it was the words tumbling around within my head that left me with an uneasy

stomach or if it was the group sitting five tables away from me.

The table overflowed, as usual. Laura sat in her boyfriend’s lap, her groupies also with their
respective partners around the circular table. There was one person in particular, though, that I
believed to be the main reason for the sour turn of my stomach.

He was alone, his confidence evident in the relaxed way he sprawled in his chair. His
presence commanded attention, even more so than Laura’s. I wanted to stare, to look into his

face and force him to see what he had done, but the very sight of him made me dizzy and
nauseous. The cruel curve of his lips brought acid from my stomach to nest in the back of my

throat, the resounding bum reminding me of my stupidity. I doubted anyone else at the table
could see it, how could they? He was the perfect poster boy, star linebacker with an above

average GPA. They didn’t know what he could do, what he had done - and they never would.

They admired the powerful muscles cording his arms, whereas I loathed them. They dreamed of
being in his warm embrace, whereas I remembered the suffocating feeling of his body pinning
mine.

The last thing I expected was for him to turn his head and meet my gaze, the smirk upon

his lips a dead giveaway of the fact he knew I had been staring at him. It only took a second, but
it was a second too long. I dropped my gaze, ducking my head so that my hair fell forward
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around my face - a dark curtain. I noticed that my hand, still pushing my food around yet
strangely detached from the rest of my body, trembled.
I was in the process of trying to force my hand still, willing myself to be unaffected by

the simplest of glances, when loud and boisterous laughter broke out of the very spot I was
avoiding. I didn’t dare look up, not wanting a repeat of moments earlier. My heart still pounded

with the speed of a hummingbird’s wings.
“Isn’t she beautiful?” I heard him say, his voice grating upon my ears and causing the

tremor from my hand to travel down my spine. “I remember taking this, with her staring up at

me. It’s a moment I’ll never forget.” More laughter, louder than before but also sounding

millions of miles away. It died down after a while, and I assumed the joking over for the

moment.
I stared down at my food, inhaling deeply through my nose before I replaced the lid of
my Tupperware and tossed the dirty fork in the trash. I couldn’t handle the food; I had no desire

to lose my lunch. After sliding it into my bag, I slid off of the bench seat and went to leave, only
to freeze in my tracks.
There he stood, towering over me even from a few steps away. I moved involuntarily,

scrambling backwards until my calves bumped back into the seat and my legs buckled. I landed
with a soft thud upon the bench, trying to move father back still as he approached. I didn’t look
up, but I could feel him coming closer, the heat of his body radiating towards me. It brought back
the very things I wanted to forget.

Rough hands upon my bare shoulders, the inability to move, pain.
I shook my head, clearing the thoughts that threatened to consume me. He kept moving,

pressing up against my knees as he leaned down to place his hands on the table - caging me in. I
shrank backwards, willing myself to grow smaller and smaller so I could disappear altogether. I
froze when a sudden light flashed into my eyes, wincing at the brightness and waiting for the
stars to fade.

It was his phone. Unlocked and showing something that stole my breath. It reminded me

of falling from a tree and landing flat upon my back, knocking the wind from me, leaving my
breath paralyzed.
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There I was. It was impossible to mistake the mess of dark hair and the tiny frame lying
motionless on blue sheets -1 even recognized what used to be my favorite socks. The blood

drained from my face, all I could do was stare in horror.
“Hl always remember you like this, as will they.” He said, nodding towards his friends

before leaning his head down closer to mine. I could feel everyone staring at us, but at the same

time, I felt as if we were within our own bubble. “This was our special moment,” he whispered

into my ear, “I miss you in my arms.”
I flinched, raising my hands up to push at his chest - trying to shove him away. It was no

use, something I already knew, but I didn’t give up. Strangely, he moved aside - but just barely.
I took what little opportunity I had and shot up from the bench, barely pausing to grab by bag

before I took off running.

I didn’t stop.

♦
I had never skipped school before; I had thought it would be exhilarating, but I was sadly
mistaken. I should have been enjoying myself, lounging in bed with a book; instead I was

standing outside my front door. I had my key in my hand, but it was frozen half way to the lock.
It had taken the whole walk back from school to calm back down, and even now I wasn’t sure if

I was fully okay. What would my father say? He was home, he always was. My mother worked a
full time job at the hospital and my dad sold insurance from home. He was the more

understanding of the two, though, and I knew it would only take a little lie. It was my senior year

of high school, I no longer had to call him from the office to get permission to go home if I was
ill - he would never suspect a thing.

I took a deep breath and put the key into the lock, twisting until it clicked and then
pushing open the door. I was greeted by a symphony of barking and wagging tails, and I winced
-1 couldn’t hide from him now. I leaned down, petting Ginger and Pixie as I walked through the

door and into the front entryway. It was a small hallway, opening up into the stairway off to the
left, the living room to the right, and the dining room and the small office area that my father

used for work straight ahead.

“Beth, is that you?” My father called out from his chair.
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“Yea,” I yelled back to him, my voice faintly cracking as I reached up to wipe the
leftover tears from my cheeks, “I felt sick so I went to the nurse and she said I could come

home.” I hated lying to him, but there was no way I could tell him the truth about why I ran.

He came around the comer, leaning against the wall at the end of the hallway with a faint
smile upon his lips. “You were sick and you didn’t call me to come and get you? Did you walk
all the way here from school?”

I nodded my head, giving a slow shrug of my shoulders. “The fresh air helped.”
My father laughed softly, a welcome sound compared to the laughter from school.

“You’re a dork. Was school okay otherwise?” He asked me.

I froze slightly, glancing up to him as I nodded once again. “School was fine, as usual.”

It was torture.

He smiled, nodding his head slightly as he followed along. “Any new friends today?”

I rolled my eyes, resisting the urge to cross my arms. “Really?” I countered.
As ifI could make friends in that hell.

“Speaking of friends,” my father started, “how’s Luke? Do you see him at all?”
I froze once again, trying to keep the feelings that name brought to the surface off my

face. “No.” I said quietly, wincing at the faint crack in my voice.

He is my every waking nightmare.

Satisfied with my answers, my father ruffled my hair before turning to go back to his
games. I had been mistaken once again. What I thought was work was actually a paused screen

of Destiny. I stood there, watching him silently as he settled down into his recliner and slid his
headphones back onto his ears. They were the good kind, noise cancelling with a microphone for

X-Box live. I couldn’t stop the smile from forming on my face, as much as him not working full

time put strain on our family, I loved watching how excited he became over silly little games. It

brought out the child in him, turned him from father to best friend.

With a soft sigh, I hoisted my bag back into a sturdy position on my shoulder and turned
to go up the stairs. There were three rooms, my brother’s, the master bedroom, and mine. My
room was at the opposite end of the hall, facing the greenery out on the opposite side of the

backyard fence.
My room was plain compared to the rooms I had looked at online for inspiration; my

favorite part besides my bookshelves was the lime green paint along the lower half of the four
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walls. It brought in a much-needed brightness, especially in times like these. I dumped my bag
onto the floor by my desk, crouching down to unzip it and unload my supplies for homework.

From this position, I could see the dark metal of my father’s stolen handgun peeking out from
the desk drawer where I had hidden it. I adverted my gaze; focusing down on my backpack

instead.

I had taken it a few weeks ago; it had almost been too easy with it just sitting in his
bedside drawer. But now, with it so easily within my grasp, I felt disgusted with myself. I wanted

to run back to his room and return it to its rightful place, but some unknown force stayed my
hand. I wasn’t ready to give it up quite yet - just knowing it was there provided a strange sense
of comfort I so often seemed to be missing.
I was standing back up, books and binders in hand, when my phone began to vibrate from

the backpack pocket I kept it in during school. It was a quiet noise, just the faintest of buzzing,

but I could hear it loud and clear in the silence of my room. I set my books on my desk before
unzipping the extra pocket to grab my phone, frowning down at the screen.
I tried not to make a habit of answering blocked or unknown numbers, but since the

college application process, I had learned my phone didn’t like other state’s area codes - and so I
answered.
“Hello?” I hesitantly said into the speaker.

“Beth,” A breathless voice spoke from the other end. My blood ran cold, and it was all I

could do not to drop the phone. “I didn’t think you would answer. Are you okay?” Luke asked

me.
I didn’t speak, my lips stuck together as if forced by glue. I didn’t know what to say, or
even if I wanted to say anything. Why was he calling me? What right did he have to make sure I

was okay? The hand gripping my phone shook, the cold screen vibrating against my cheek.
“Look, I was wondering if you wanted to go out tonight. There is a party at Kevin’s
house, and after seeing you today I remembered how much fun we had. You remember, don’t

you? I’ll never forget the sound of you screaming my name, of your nails against my skin. The
mere thought of it makes my legs shake. I’m sorry I ended things between us, I miss you.”

I wasn’t sure at what point I stopped listening, or when the words turned into static in my

ears. I don’t know where my phone landed, or if I had even hung up before letting it fall from my
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grasp. I don’t remember reaching beneath my desk or the cool metal sliding into my palm. And I
don’t remember sitting down in front of my bookcase, time moving meaninglessly around me.

It’s strange, the things your mind chooses to remember. Some things, important things,

escape all notice while others are perfectly clear. I remember thinking that I was so close, that I
only had a little more time left until I could leave this place - this hell. Three months away from

graduation, four months away from turning eighteen, and five months away from leaving the

very setting of my nightmares. I remember the soft, smooth metal in my palm - the way the cool
touch of it against my skin both calmed me and set my heart racing. I remember my bookshelves,

staring back at me as if begging me not to go.
I loved those bookshelves, and every little treasure they held. The covers shone brightly,

gleaming a rainbow of colors and myriad of fonts in delicious tiers. It was my very own cake,

filled with layer upon layer of desserts. Though despite the outward beauty I could still see the
brokenness within. There were cover jackets missing, some tom and ripped while others were

creased from excessive use. The books themselves were just as broken and used, pages equally

ripped and tom - faded from multiple readings and countless camping trips or days in the sun. I
had read every single book upon those shelves in the past four years, and their beauty was not

lost on me. I could see the broken and bent spines of books, both paperback and hardcover each and every crease upon the pages and outer shells tearing straight through my heart. I could

see the beauty, as well as the horror and pain that lay within.
Why could no one see such a thing within me? Was I that good an actress? Did no one
notice my silence? My fear? Or was it that no one wished to speak out, no one wished to step

into the light much in the same way I now hid within its resulting shadows. I would not speak up,
me - the victim, so why in the world would anyone else?

I remember everything in those moments. I remember the softness of the carpet against
my legs, the faint whirring of my fan, the scratching of nails upon my closed door and the

whines that followed. I remember looking around the room, scanning over the signed posters of
books and movies, the photos from grade school of those who I used to call friend, his face -

covered in sharpie - among the group of us for our homecoming photo.
I remember that night, the night I lost everything. I remember believing the words that I

was safe, that it was okay to close my eyes and rest after the dance. I remember his hand,
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crawling up my thigh and then higher still. Most of all, I remember him staring down at me,

when it was over, with a smile upon his face.

I don’t remember moving. I don’t remember reaching out and running my fingers over
the broken spines of my books. I don’t remember moving my hand. I didn’t realize I had done
so, not until I recognized the bitter taste of metal upon my tongue.

I paused then, my finger trembling against the trigger as I realized what I was doing. I

listened, heard the suffocating silence within my room - ringing in my ears. I took a breath, the
sound deafening, and pull the trigger.

The One Habit of Highly Effective People
Chloe Hendrickson
I walk into the room, and heads shift. As I saunter across the way, all eyes follow me. I
voice my opinion on a matter, and heads nod in eager agreement. People like me are the type of

people who spearhead movements, win athletic competitions, get elected to office, are featured
on the cover of magazines, and have monuments named after them. I walk with dignity. I speak

with certainty. My powerful disposition was not inborn, but acquired. My source of nourishment
is the plight and ultimate secret that all successful people have sworn to never disclose. Nobody

sees where we get our strength. Nobody sees the composition of our muscles. Our power lies

beneath our skin, in our veins, where other eyes cannot prey. I will divulge a secret of mine that

will help explain our fortitude.

One afternoon, several years ago, I caught a wisp of something from the corner of my
eye. Had my head been tilting another direction, I might not had seen her at all. Her chin titled

downwards, and heroversized, clear brown eyes flitted from the professor to her notebook. How
attentive she was to the lecture. How composedly, carefully, timidly she set her straight back and
shoulders. Her soft, waist-length brown locks fell in graceful waves around her face and
shoulders. When she shifted, the locks covered her mouth and nose, and her dainty features
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suggested humility. Her eyes met mine, and a pleading, warm smile played on her mouth and in

her eyes. She begged me to like her. To approve of her.
But I hated her.
As my stare shifted to a glare and my straight mouth to a sneer, her glow turned to a

flush, and she cowered from my gaze. She shrunk even further into the chair that dwarfed her
already frail, unsubstantial frame. She peered back up only when the professor asked her a
question. She began to answer it in her gentle, nearly inaudible muttering, and I followed her

thoughts before she even expressed them. Deciding that they had some merit and could be of
some use to me, I claimed them. I spoke and my voice reverberated through the room, effectively

masking hers. My classmates perked and nodded their heads to my voice and words, interlaced
with her ideas. Further into her chair she sank still, glad to be relieved of outside attention. The
sight of her only magnified my distaste. At the sight of my deepening glower, she flicked her

eyes down and bit her lip. Her frailty excited me, for when I looked at her, I saw an icicle
hanging from a patio that could be dislodged with a single swipe of my wrist. I loved knocking

down icicles and watching them shatter because of me.
So, I began planning it.

The boy behind her tugged her hair; she giggled coyly, and I imagined suffocating that
giggle. She stood slowly and gathered her books, and I imagined toppling her already strained

figure over her desk. The same boy opened the door for her; she smiled graciously, and I

imagined knocking in every one of her glittering teeth. Similar fantasies occurred each time she
spoke softly, bowed her head, strained her body, shrunk from others, straightened her clothes, or
patted her hair. With each expression of modesty, thankfulness, and gentility, the itch grew
stronger. And I grew hungrier.

Her mind was quick as a wink, and she articulated with such depth and precision. I knew
if I could talk the way she did, it would win me a lot of respect among reputable people. She had

some fantastic ideas, and if I had those ideas, I could rub shoulders with some important people
here. I wanted what she had. I decided that I could use her talents better than she could, that they

deserved to belong to someone who was able to make some sort of use out of innovative and
progressive ideas. I knew it wouldn’t be too hard to take it from her. She could barely carry her
own body, and her posture was weak. How could she possibly fend off someone like me?
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I don’t remember when I acquired the fighting instinct, so that must mean I never did.
Whenever a guy puffed his chest out at me, I reflexively puffed my own chest out further and
made him remember who was more impressive. If I see something I want and someone is

standing in my way, they don’t for very long. Whoever is able to attain things has rightful
ownership of it. If I have the intellectual power to outthink, outsmart, and out-maneuver you,
then I am obviously more fit for the job that you and I both want. If there is one cookie on the

table and I beat you to it or can easily pluck it from your grasp, then I deserve the cookie. After

all, I worked harder at it and have the assets for it. If we always let the weaker get the lot they
want in life, what kind of frail, pathetic human race would we be creating?
So I skulked unseen in the hallways that night. Looming in the darkness, I watched for

her. Slowly, the slight figure began to approach. Carefully, the feminine limbs moved in pleasant
sway. Just within my reach, she looked up. Upon seeing her widened eyes, I reconsidered. Some
people place value in compassion and believe there is something to be said about living for
others. She hurt nobody, her soul was gentle, and I rethought what I planned to do to her. I was

almost merciful and decided to leave her—until I remembered that the only person who would
hurt from this is me. And I remember what she had that I wanted, and now that we’re here,
someone is going to lose. There are only two types of people in this world; I knew which one I

was going to be.
I grabbed the girl by her dark long locks and dragged her into the closet nearby. Her

feeble attempts at begging me to let her go were met with a slap. I was going to make her speak
up. It may have been hours. It may have been days. It may have been four years. I shook her, I
beat her, I interrogated her, and I broke her down. How conventional, perfect, composed she

looked before, and how disheveled she looked after. Her body was bruised, and she had no teeth
with which to smile. Her eyes were full of hatred, but she finally spoke clearly. I knew her ideas,

her philosophies, and her mind. They were brilliant, but it did not matter; her countenance was

weak. She did not have the voice or the body to make use of her talents, but I did.
“You’re worthless,” I told her. “And I’m right.”

“I know.”

I growled, and then I was finally satiated.
I left the closet, and no part of her remained. Her thoughts lie in my head and are

accessible to the world only through my voice. Completely absorbed into my thick limbs is her
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frail figure. It remains deep within me. It lies far behind me. And where is her heart? It was

broken down in my small intestines before becoming muscle tissue in my biceps.

This became my lifestyle. After I successfully devoured her, I kept my eye open for more
cowards I could easily subdue. I studied people’s habits, and I noticed when they hesitated to

speak. I noticed when they apologized for bumping into another person. I noticed when they
allowed other people to take credit for work they did. I noticed when they sidled out of my way

to let me pass. I used these signs of vulnerability to measure their ability to resist me, and I

continued to hunt. These people disappeared as my body grew. That is how I get my strength. I
don’t have a formidable mind or inherent physical strength. That is how all prominent names and

figures become prominent names and figures. Was Hannibal all that formidable? What would he

have been without the countless men that were willing to die under his command? You think of
Hannibal, and you think of a Carthaginian warlord. But you know who you don’t think of? All
the disposable, nameless soldiers on the front lines that gave Hannibal the name he has today.

Hannibal, a massive historical figure, is the face on the front of tens of thousands of soldiers who
were forgotten at the Battle of Cannae.
You see our faces, you hear our voices, but you don’t realize that when you see us, you’re

not looking at only us. You are looking at the countless people who make up our abnormally
large bodies. You are listening to the countless voices that we play spokesperson to. There are
many people who were too weak to contend with us within us, but you see only us. We are the
ones who win the battles and who will be remembered.

And so I ask:
What did conventionality ever do for her?
What did modesty ever do for her?

What did compassion ever do for her?

And where is she now? Inside me. Unseen. Unheard. Except through me.

Red, the Lone Ranger
Bees Poliquin

Here’s the thing: I didn’t want my first poem to be about love, so—
I called him Robert Redford, because the first time I saw him pitch
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was between the carousel and the rusted railroad tracks.
I was his champion, he was my friend. He played second base
and he knew how to let the red dirt decorate his knees, that almost-champion,
almost-great, almost-there— he never had the prescience.
Here’s the thing: I still have sand in my car from our midnight drive,
exculpatory evidence of the lake and its cold July ripples and the silent valley.
I still see his Waterloo through the cherry smoke of that hookah
he loved so carefully. I still uncover parts of myself that shine like dull brass,
like a gunshot victim identifying blood by observing his fingers,
when I wonder if my old friend Robert Redford still believes in his coup.

Here’s the thing: it’s a small town. Summer will settle into that scent of pine and
ruby skies, but my father, the Coach, tells me not to find him: “I wouldn’t try,”
he says, “as far as he’s concerned, you’re the Devil.” How stale.
The grandstand lights will always draw a thousand curious gnats,
but Robert Redford will still think he’s hidden in some stagnant darkness.
I didn’t want my first poem to be about love, so it’s about hate.

Arachnophobia
Katie Gildner

Five,,,
The number repeats itself over and over in my mind. I try not to dwell upon it. I immerse
myself in writing. Drawing. Anything to distance myself from reality. But it is relentless.

I think of it in the quiet of the morning...

The heat of late afternoon...
The setting sun...
Night...

I think of it with my knees drawn to my shivering chest. As I stare up at the four stone
walls stripping heat away from the cell. As my legs prick with a flea’s invisible assault. The
number always returns.

I have five days left to live.

Four,,,

Minutes slip away as sand through parted fingers. I plead for their return. But the futility
of screaming is a lesson learned long ago.
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And so they flee. And the fleas bite.

And the day grows shorter.
I pace my cold cell. I scratch my arms. Fury gnaws at me.

What gives you the right to decree the precise moment I will die? To decide when a life
has run its course?
You know nothing.

About my life.
About that man you idolized.
(...and what he did to me...)
I pause in my pacing when I notice a new cellmate. A small grey spider busily

weaves itself a home in the comer of the small window. I watch.
How carefully it sets each gossamer strand. Creating such flawless, intricate detail
as it moves across the frame.

Crafting the perfect trap.

I remember when I was told I had been found a new home. I stood in the entryway of the
orphanage. Scrawny. Malnourished. Raggedfrom the latest scuffle in the yard (a boy had made

fun of my white hair).
The man who stood with the matron wore the plain, but well-made robes of one who

served the nobility. He looked me over with raised eyebrows and inched a step forward, his
massive stomach keeping time to his movement. A moment more ofscrutiny and then he nodded.

“He seems to be what His Grace is lookingfor.”
The matron smiled in delight and glanced towards me. “Henry, this is the Steward ofHis

Grace, the Duke ofLancaster,” she said, bowing her head when she mentioned the title. “He has
come on behalf ofHis Grace who needs a scullery boy.”

At this, a smile broke out on my face that grew even wider when I was told I had indeed
been chosen for the task. I knew servitude entailed brutal and hard work, but it also meant

leaving the orphanage. It meantfood and clothes and purpose.

I was twelve.
Innocent. Naive. A child.
Oblivious to the gossamer threads.
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Time disappears more quickly now.
Sunrise is followed in an instant by sunset. All I can do is watch the light fade and count.

My shaky breaths, my heartbeats, even the fleabites. Each is numbered.
It is a curious thing-knowing precisely when you will die. What it does to the mind is

worse than any torture. Lists. I create many. Especially one of all I will never do.

I will never:
—travel the world.
—attend university.

—press a woman’s lips to mine.
—feel the ache of age.
—be free.
But for all this, there is not a moment of remorse.

For I will also never regret what I did.

I count my steps as I feverishly pace-3 52-and then sit again, too exhausted to sleep. The
cot holds me in an embrace of stone. What wouldn’t I give for a cup of broth. Or even a blanket.

Anything to stave off this chill. Through the dim light of the moon, I watch my cellmate.

The spider sits in the center of its newly constructed web, patient and waiting.

The prey will come eventually.

Working as a scullery servant was hard work. From sunrise to sundown, I scrubbed pots

until my fingers were raw. But the pain and exhaustion were worth it. I was fed and I had a cot in

the servant quarters all to myself. For a fortnight, I was happy.
And then I met the Duke ofLancaster.

That night, I was aroused soon after falling asleep by a rough tug on my shoulder. I pried

open leaden eyes, disgruntled. It took a moment to realize that the silhouette crouching over me
was none other than the Steward himself. “What is it, sir? ” the question, slurred and exhausted,

left without much conscious thought. His answer was to clamp his fingers around my wrist and
yank me from the cot. Fear replaced sleepiness as I was dragged away from the servant
quarters.
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The Steward led me to a new part of the manor. His face was grim and my uneasiness

mounted as I realized we were in the living quarters of the Duke and his family.
Was 1 in trouble? I asked the Steward as much, but he ignored my questions. He led me

through several more halls in silence and then unceremoniously shoved me into a room. The

door closed.
I staggered after the rough shove. Catching my balance, I looked at my surroundings and
gaped. The bedroom before me was larger than the entire orphanage, the bed alone the size of a

small cottage. A fireplace twice my height took up the far wall and before it stood the Duke.
Illuminated by the hellish glow of the fire, he was truly impressive. A mane ofgolden hair, silk

crimson robes embossed with gold thread, jeweled rings glittering on every finger. He radiated

power and wealth. But his eyes, which swept over me, were cold.
He detached himselffrom the fireplace and advanced in a leisurely pace. I shook away

my awe and sank into a bow. “Your Grace. ” It was the only thing that came to my mind to say.
“There is no needfor such formality, Henry, ” his voice came from above. Soft. Amused.
With gentle fingers, he lifted my head. My eyes met his. I shivered at the smile stealing across his

parted lips. “I apologize it took so longfor us to meet. My wife is only just now away visiting her

sister in Wales. My, what a curious color your hair is. ” His fingers gave a soft caress of my
cheek and I violently recoiled.

He chuckled as the reaction robbed me of balance and Ifell to the floor. He took another

step forward. In my terror, all I could do was stare up into the leeringface.
Caught in the spider’s web.

Two..,

I spend the day numb. I try to pretend it is due to the fleabites. That they have grown so
numerous, they block out all other sensation. But I know it’s because death sits beside me. His
dark shroud coils through my head, tainting every thought with fear.

Desperation leaves me seeking comfort in other great thinkers imprisoned and killed.

Socrates, forced to drink hemlock. Boethius, betrayed by those he trusted. Joan of Arc, burned at

the stake.

But even this reminds me of him.
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His body leaning over mine, his breath tickling the back of my neck, his finger pointing

to specific sections of aged books. His voice.

“What is Pausanius9 discourse in Plato 9s Symposium, Henry?99
He ignored the shudder induced by the words, I licked chapped lips. “He begins the

dialogue.99 My voice was but a shadow.

“No, that would be Phaedrus.99 He gave a sigh and then stepped before me, hands

clasped behind his back. “Come now. You are aware that I am seeking deeper thoughts. The
Greeks deserve our highest caliber of thinking, not such feeble answers.99
My gaze was fixed resolutely upon the book. Threadbare pages testified to many

readings. How it had been poured through. Obsessed over. How many others had read these

words? Had their hands been as unsteady as mine?

“What are Pausanius9 thoughts on love?99 he pressed.
“He discusses two types, heavenly and common.99 The answer came reluctantly; my stomach in
roils.
“Go on,99 he ordered.
But I could not. I understood, with terrible clarity, why he professed this dialogue to be

his favorite. Why he watched me so closely as I read through it. The threadbare pages.
“Look to the top right of the page,99 he instructed when it became apparent that I had no
intention of breaking my silence. I did as he bid. By the wounded glow of the fire, I read the

passage as he recited it from memory.

“ ‘Those who are inspired by this [heavenly] love turn to the male, and delight in him who
is the more valiant and intelligent nature; any one may recognise the pure enthusiasts in the very

character of their attachments, 9 99 he paused before finishing softly, “ ‘For they love not boys, but

intelligent beings whose reason is beginning to be developed.999
Silence followed his words. Breathing became difficult. Since this whole ordeal began, I

wondered why he simultaneously destroyed and nourished my mind. Why he taught me. Now
here, in the dusty pages of this tome, resided his twisted reasoning. His hand brushed the bare

skin of my shoulder. “Now do you understand, Henry?99
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Movement startles away the memory. It takes a moment for me to realize that I am in my

cell, not before the fireplace in the manor. I shake away the strands of the past, perturbed at how
suddenly they came over me even in my waking hours.
A fly, struggling in the web of the grey spider, is what brought me back to the present. It
is a tiny insect. Pitiful and frail. The spider, feeling the thrashing through the thread, creeps

forward.
But I am faster.
I gently detach the fly with my pinky. I watch as it crawls over my finger with quivering

wings, feeling the small tickle of its legs on my skin.
A gentle puff of air and the fly buzzes away.

It was my 16th birthday.

1 thought of this as I stood in the kitchen, staring vacantly down into the pile ofpots. I
had no knowledge of the day I was born. But the Duke decided that night, the first night, would

be my “birthday. ”
My hand moved without thought, unsteady fingers wearing down the grime. At one point,

the pots looked new beneath my touch. But now, no matter how hard I scrubbed, they would
never become clean.

Filthy. Impure. Worthless.

The words echoed in my head as I worked. I tried my best to ignore their chorus. But they
were relentless. Always whispering, they scratched at the back of my mind. They were there

when I worked in the kitchen. When the steward silently led me from the servant quarters. When
I bit down on the pillow as unseen tears stained the fabric below.

Hatred sliced through my mind. The pot slippedfrom beneath my clenchedfingers,
crashing into the basin below. A few other scullery servants glanced towards me, but just as
quickly looked away.

Blood roared in my ears and the world swam through a haze offurious tears. Tonight

marked the fourth year.
How? How had I survivedfour whole years of this?

Trying to push aside the question, I picked up the pot I had dropped. A whole morning of
work and the grease remained as thick as ever. I went back to scrubbing.
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Even after four years, I still could not fully comprehend what the Duke did to me.
Maturity had awakened in me some measure of awareness, but I could never face it head on. So I

escaped into the words he offered. I hid in the lives of others as days merged to nights. Living in
this matter made it rather easy to forget the passage of time. Especially when he allowed me

respite. When whole weeks, perhaps even months, would pass without a whisper of his presence,
and I would always begin to hope. Hope that I would never have to see that fireplace and hear

his voice in my ear again. But then the Steward would always come and hope would be stifled.
Another stab of hatred. This time, I managed to hold onto the pot, but my fingers shook

even more violently. What had happened to the other hands that held the book? Would I
disappear too, my existence marked only by a worn page made a little thinner?

Thoughts grew frenzied. Faster. The scrubbingfeverish. Threadbare pages. Threadbare

pages. ThreadbareNo. Stop.

It took several deep breaths to bring calm to my racing mind. Dwelling upon it always led

to the same thing and I would not break down, not here in the kitchen where other servants could
see. Where I would only be watched with indifferent eyes.

I stood still for a moment, simply breathing. And that was when a dull glint caught my

gaze. My eyes widened. There, on the floor beside the basin, rested a knife. It must have fallen
out from between the pile of dishes, shaken loose when I dropped the pot. My heart began to
race. The cooks took care to wash the knives themselves, not wanting to risk us lesser servants

handling blades. They were meticulous. Careful. Accountedfor every knife.
Yet here one was.

I gave a cursory glance at my surroundings, though I knew it to be unnecessary. Ignoring
my existence was an integral part of every other servant’s life-the Duke’s special interest saw to
that. For once, though, I was gratefulfor this. My hand lashed out. In a moment, the slender

blade was gone-slipped beneath the sleeve of my tunic. The cold kiss of metal brushed the inside

of my forearm.
It lingered as I worked. My thoughts grew darker with the evening light. Was my resolve
strong enough? Did I have the courage needed? IfI did this, it would mean the end. There would

be no hope, no chance of escape-my life would be forfeit.

But to live a life defined only by fear is not a life worth living. No more-I was done.
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Tonight, strands would be cut.

One...

Panic. I can no longer formulate a coherent thought untainted by fear.
Every action becomes a last.

Last time counting fleabites. Last time waiting for the stars to appear. Last time freeing
any flies caught in that spider’s web.

When I killed the Duke of Lancaster, I knew this would be the path I would walk. I

thought I would be ready. That I would accept the punishment for my crime.
Even when I tried, for the first time, to tell my story, and had it dismissed.
Even when I contended with the hatred and sneers and insults.

Even when every word I uttered was scoffed at.
Even when the verdict was decreed.

I remained calm.
But this.

This unbridled fear. I am not ready for it. I thought I was prepared to die if it meant
escaping from him.

Now that the time has come, all I can think of is how much I want to live.
I curl on my cot and weep. One sob gives rise to another.

I don’t want to die.
The mantra repeats itself in my head. This is the first time I have cried since I killed him.
The tears keep coming and through them, I hear a soft, sardonic chuckle in my ear. I
swear I can feel his body behind me as he whispers, “Threadbare pages, Henry.”
It is the delusion of his voice that gives me a margin of control. That sends my panic

burning away to anger. Through furious tears, I see the stack of papers left by my jailors. The
condemned are allowed to write out any last words. A final will or testament to leave the world

when they are no more.
So I am left with these words, written to you.

You who called for revenge in place ofjustice. Who dismissed my story and saw only a
deluded servant driven by malice.
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And you, who ignored every scar left from four long years of enduring hell. Who
sentenced a boy to death who did nothing but escape the devil.
And finally, to you. You who stole and shattered my life. Who never gave pause as you
drove me ever deeper into the darkness of this cell.
To all of you: This is my final testament.

>

Perhaps in the silence of death, my words will finally be heard.

But even if they go unheard.
Even if the fleas eat me alive in place of the spider.
Even if I die-

The web now stands empty.

The spider crushed.
And all other unsuspecting flies...

...saved

Sunlight filters through the window and I know that the day has come. My fingers are
unsteady, but these words, which are my last, have taken away the fear.
They are neither deep nor profound like Boethius or Plato. I have no confidence that they

capture even a margin of the horror of those long years. I do not even know if they shall ever be

read. But the truth needed to be said. And now the day has come.

The cold stone beneath my legs, the fleabites, the spider sitting calmly in the windowSoon. Very soon now, it will all fade away and be but a dream within a dream.

This is not a confession-I have nothing to recant. It is the truth.
Of what it is like to be caught within a gilded web.

And how a fly broke free from the spider.
When they come, I will stand.
With dry eye, light heart.

Unburdened by fear.
I am ready.

For the
End.
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Projection
Bees Poliquin

Ren was drunk when he came up to Hardy at the Autumn Gala on the grounds of the
historical mansion— he fancied himself observant, surely, because he’d caught Hardy watching
Ophelia with a furrow in his forehead, and Hardy chastised himself for dropping his aloof calm.

In fact, Hardy chastised himself for not leaving the party altogether after an obligatoiy

appearance. He had stationed himself two hundred feet away from the revelry, on the dark lawn
surrounding the large white tent. People were dancing. A lovely chatter floated towards him.

Hardy had sat down on a wire garden chair to observe when he saw Ren sauntering over,
dragging his feet a little too much, barely managing to hold onto his beer bottle.
“The man of the hour,” he drawled when he was close enough. Ren looked over his

shoulder, back at the crowd, as if looking for a lingering pair of eyes, then he plopped down on a
chair next to Hardy. They sat together in silence, both combing the party for one particular dress-

and-hair combination in the din.
Ren burped. “She’s probably wandered off,” he lamented, dragging on his s’s.

Hardy sat up a little straighter in his chair, took his eyes off the twinkling lights and shifted

them to the outskirts of the tent. He felt the prickle of a blush on his cheeks. He was suddenly
thankful for the hours he spent wandering the maze, letting the sun ruddy his face.
“Who?” he asked, too late.

“You know she’s going to fall in love,” Ren had said, and Hardy swore he heard a smirk

in his throat. “She’s not made of marble. You haven’t stumbled upon timelessness-ness.”
In the crisp night, Hardy experienced something akin to fear—feet of stone, shallow breathing—
as Ren tried to restate his theory without slurring. Looking across bronze leaves carpeting the
grounds, Hardy saw Ophelia at the edge of the white tent that housed the dance floor. She didn’t

dance. Neither did he. It was always with an ebb of approval that he watched her navigate these

parties her father threw— engaging those vapid capitalists in her charm, gracefully skirting the
carousal. Hardy had never seen Ophelia sneak champagne, though once he’d stumbled on her

smoking a joint alone in the hedge maze. How many times had they passed each other in that
maze, acknowledging each other with only a nod?
That night at the Gala, Ophelia was different. She wasn't the bella ragazza; she was cold.
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And when Hardy spied her at the outskirts of the party, she was bare-armed and steady, looking

back at him. Her hair, waist-length and wild, was the centerpiece of her physical person. She

looked like a statue to Hardy, despite Ren’s warnings.

“She is strange,” Hardy allowed. Ren grinned, tipping back the rest of his cheap beer.
“My guess is,” Ren hiccuped, clambering up from the garden chair, “she has an entire

notebook devoted to you.”
Hardy looked down at the grass, dying and dry—no longer green. He looked up to watch

Ren stumble away, listened to him toss “she’s still a child, after all,” over his shoulder with his

beer bottle. Saw him greet Ophelia at her perch and then pull her by the wrist into the dancing.
Hardy knew Ren, that nightcrawler, worked for her father, just like him. It was this fact more
than Ren’s tipsy pontificating that let the doubt settle like guilt in his chest. And it was this

muffled heaviness that saw him traipsing up the stairs of his employer’s house less quietly than

usual, into his Ophelia’s bedroom. She would be dancing with Ren, still.
Hardy was acting very unlike himself, and he knew it. It was the shallowness in his chest,
or maybe it was that he could hear his own movements. The air in Ophelia’s bedroom was not
his air. He planned to visit the hedge maze, with its fragrant grass, to steady himself after he

found what he was looking for.

The room was a bright pomegranate color, and he saw the journal he’d been instructed to
on her messy bed. Gray sheets. He knew if he opened the closet door, he’d see lines of gray

clothes. But he had no time to indulge in the detergent scent of her sweaters. He needed to be
quick. He strode across the room in four long steps and picked up the journal. It was a classic,

basic black leather, though he’d half expected it to have a lock. Hardy blinked deliberately, and
then again. He opened to a page toward the beginning, touching her thin, hybrid handwriting

with his thick fingers. His eyes skimmed, warily:
Hearing his voice for the first time was like waking up in the backseat ofa car on a

road trip. The road drones beneath and the world is muffled, except for the lovely
cadence of voices from the front seat, clear and sharp.

Watching him walk around the corner in the ivy maze, towards me— it was like he

belonged to the green vines. Something wild and calm, dangerous and steady. He was
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following my father, who was red in the face over a golfgame. But my man— he politely

listened with his hands in his pockets, meandering behind and looking up at the tops of the

maze walls. 12 feet. The jewel of the Country Club.
Falling in love with him was like swimming offDana Point, when the undercurrents swirl
violently. The rip tide always pulled me under, and I would hold my breath, waiting to be

released upwards. Sometimes a wave was particularly rough— I would somersault and
eat sand. Eventually, I would be deposited in the shallows, scratched and coughing up

salt water. Falling in love with him was like that.

Hardy ran his tongue along the inside of his teeth. He didn’t need to read more but he still

didn’t believe it: Ren was right. Ophelia was a child. He looked around again and took in the
pictures of her friends and the interesting accent pieces— a longhorn skull, Christmas lights, a

porcelain Buddha— and the black notebook, and he read and sat breathing longer than he should
have. He let the pages flip again of their own accord and read another entry, this one from late

summer:
Some places are blessed to be green. There are places where plants spill through

crevices in rocks like secrets from a traitor’s mouth. That means mud everywhere. That

means the hedge maze is bewitching in its damp fog, green green green twelve feet tall.
I’ve always been quite adaptable: I adjust to my surroundings. And I am green. I envy

every person who gets to talk to Hardy. I want to be all of the people he gives his

attention to— I once saw my father make him laugh, and I want to do that. I want his eyes

to flit onto me. lam not blessed. lam cursed in my color.

It was a definitive ache in Hardy’s sternum, now, nothing so easily identifiable as joy or

disgust. He cupped his mouth and pocketed the journal. He left the room with his usual grace.

The journal stayed in Hardy’s pocket through the night, though it he didn’t open it or
look at it again. He ghosted the edges of the grounds with his face raised to the sky, though there
was nothing to observe. The stars, usually so forceful in their presence in the valley, were

dancing above a thick layer of smoke that had rolled in over the past few days. A late fire season.
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When the band stopped playing, Hardy left, choosing not to participate in the cigars and politics
of the other men retiring to inside the mansion.

When he pulled into grounds the next morning, the gray smoke lingered in the trees. He

turned his truck off and listened to the settling engine before pulling the journal out and setting it
on the passenger seat. He did not look at it— to him, it seemed a mark of shame: proof of
swelling childishness.

As Hardy got out of his car, the back door of the house flew open and Ren spilled out,
walking heavily down the stairs and into the gravel car park. Hardy assumed he was still drunk.
Ren paused to pull a pack of cigarettes and a lighter out of his back pocket, and by the time
Hardy reached him he was a drag deep. They stood silently for a moment before a stream of men

carrying boxes filed out of the house.

Ren sniffed and brushed his finger beneath his nose. “Can I borrow your truck?” he

asked, squinting up at Hardy. Before Hardy could nod, Ren had raised his arm in the direction of
the faded gray pickup, and the men began depositing the boxes in its bed.
“It’s some fucking shit,” Ren said, then spit in the dirt. Hardy shuffled his feet and put his

hands in his pockets.
“That fucking siren—” Ren said, shaking his head and fading off. For a few moments,

the only sound in the world came from the men piling boxes in the bed of Hardy’s truck. Then,
the alarm that alerted the volunteer firefighters to congregate sounded. It was a ringing siren,

urgent and familiar: a staple of a scary movie. Another fire had sprung.
Hardy could only think to comment on Ren’s prescience, but when he looked at the
smaller man, he saw his hand held up. Ren’s face was flushed. Hardy handed him the key to his

truck and took a step away.
“I’ll have one of these guys drive it back,” Ren said. He sniffed again. The box-loaders

retreated back into the house and Ren clapped Hardy once on the shoulder before walking to the

truck and getting in. Hardy nodded at him as he pulled away, and the siren ended as the truck

faded.
Hardy began to walk, blindly, around the house to the hedge maze, thinking of the refuge

he’d find in the mouth of the foliage. Ophelia’s father intercepted him.
“Hardy! Good man,” Ophelia’s father exclaimed in his loud way. Hardy said nothing,
but twisted his body back in the direction of the car park. His employer nodded.
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“An ugly thing, there,” he said. “We couldn’t have him too focused on 0—”

Hardy, who had been eyeing the maze walls waiting for him a hundred yards away,

snapped his attention back to Ophelia’s father, meeting his eyes. The sudden move startled
Hardy, who coughed to cover his own shock.
His employer paused for a moment before clapping Hardy’s shoulder. “That smoke, you

know. The wind comes in down off the mountains and the fires spread. But it’s supposed to rain,
my boy, so this grayness may be clouds coming in to save us. Yes...”

He trailed off when Hardy composed himself. He took two quick breaths and began

speaking again, with the same air he had possessed when he was talking about the rain.
“With Ren gone, we’ll need someone to take his spot in the house. You’d have the
bedroom on the ground floor, if you want it.”

The man was silent. Hardy could not answer— he could only bite his upper lip and

wrestle his hands in his pockets. A bird, surely suffocating in the smoke, mercifully chirped from
a yellowing tree.

“Can I think about it?” Hardy asked, feet already turned toward the hedges.
“Oh, of course, my boy, of course,” Ophelia’s father said with his usual animation. He

began to stroll away, whistling with the bird.

Hardy waited for him to turn a corner before lurching forward to his maze. He lamented

the recent disappearance of his truly aloof self— it was true that the maze had always fascinated
him, but since he realized that it was the place he was most likely to see Ophelia he had harbored
a radical urge to be within the green walls, always. The safety of the greenness made no sense
even in his own mind. He breathed easier when he could reach his arms out and graze carefully

manicured boundaries on either side; he held his breath when he crossed paths with Ophelia.
Indeed, six feet past the threshold of the maze, he buckled over and hyperventilated as if he’d

been drowning before. This was his air.
He wished, suddenly, on his haunches, for Ophelia’s journal. He imagined seeing her
words would let him imagine how her hands moved over paper. This idea of grace would remind

him, hopefully, of restraint. It was with only a vague twinge of panic that he remembered leaving
the journal in his truck, wherever Ren had resigned himself to. The certainty of the walls around

him quelled any real fears. Even the wind was stifled, here. He would find Ophelia in this

greenness. He would make her say the words out loud.
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Hardy stood up straight. He walked purposefully— with that studied gait of a man in no

hurry— along the route that would lead him to the gazebo at the center of the maze. This would
allow him to pass by but not through the leafy alley that hosted Ophelia’s berry garden. The

huckleberries had almost waned, but her black crowberries were ripe.
Hardy thought himself subtle. When he walked by the entry way to her alley, though, all airs
failed him.
She was kneeling over her patch, hair flayed out over her shoulders, eyes down to the

soil. It was in a mute stupor that Hardy beelined to the garden and crouched next to Ophelia.
She turned her head and looked at him, offering no surprise in her strange dark eyes.
When he wouldn’t say anything, she yawned.

“If it rains,” she said, “this place will stain my clothes for days.”

Hardy teetered backward and sat down. Ophelia’s first words to him were a warning:
I may not come back here, she seemed to have said to him. Her hands were covered in red. He

fixated on them.

“But,” Ophelia continued, after studying Hardy’s face, “if it rains, the smoke will fall and
tonight’s barbecue will go on as planned. And the canceled baseball games will be played all in a

row!”
She smiled at this thought— at least, she showed her dimples.

Hardy cleared his throat, and he considered smiling himself. “Your hands?” he asked,
when he felt he could.

She looked down as if only just noticing the berry juice.
“Will all great Neptune’s oceans wash this blood clean from my hands?”

She laughed, then. It sounded like a song. Hardy clutched his hands together. It occurred

to him that Ren hadn’t predicted fires anywhere in the valley when he decried a siren. It occurred

to him that this fey creature in front of him knew exactly the sound of her own laugh. Had she
been waiting here, in this Eden, forever, for him? Had she pulled him out of his cool
ambivalence for a few spare words, interrupting the silence of the maze?

Hardy regretted the day he met her father. The day he agreed that yes, he himself was the

appropriate blend of imposing muscle and inside information to serve such a Wolf. The day he
first saw Ophelia, barefoot in the gazebo, and his boredom ended. He wondered, fleetingly, if the

berries she grew would be charred by the smoke.
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“I have your journal,” he said to Ophelia, simply.

“I do love baseball,” Ophelia responded, returning to the conversation she had
established. The only evidence she had heard him was a furrow in her brow. “There’s something

about the purposelessness of it.”
Hardy broke her gaze to look down at her hands.

Ophelia’s voice tightened slightly. “After all, base runners are careless, carefree
creatures, reveling only in the race as it is won.”
“I have your journal,” Hardy said again, this time to his hands. After a moment, he

looked at Ophelia with his eyebrows raised— a frankness, a confession.
She nodded. “I wish you didn’t.”

Ophelia stretched her arms and stood up, wiping her hands on her gray sundress. Hardy
faintly heard a heavy wind coming from far away, stampeding through the tops of trees and the

hedges. He had to stay. He had to see if her cheeks ever colored, for she didn’t even deign to

blush now. Instead, she stood in front of him with a fierce question in her face.
Hardy answered. He rose and met her, not touching her but not walking away. She smiled
again, and when she laughed Hardy felt less sturdy on his feet but more steady in his decision.

As they walked further into the maze, rain fell. It began first as sparse little flecks, like tears of
frustration— no purpose or effect. The wind scattered its intentions. Eventually though, as Hardy
and Ophelia reached the back wall, it fell heavy on their heads. Ophelia’s hands lost their stains.

The walls could not protect them. They were vulnerable to the sky.

The rain anchored the smoke and the evening’s festivities went on as planned. Hardy and

Ophelia emerged from the maze when the band was setting up. The stood side by side and

watched the bass player tune his massive instrument and the box-movers from earlier string up
lights. Every surface twinkled. Ophelia left to change into dry clothes and Hardy strolled around
the grounds in his light affliction.

His truck was back in the car park. Ren stood beside it coolly, talking after someone who

had apparently just turned the comer around the house. He laughed when he saw Hardy, who
was very aware of all the open space around him.

“You fucking poor soul,” Ren called. He threw something black at Hardy, who caught it

deftly and recognized it as Ophelia’s journal without looking at it.
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“You need to leave,” Hardy said in a voice that floated over the ground like dusk,

darkening as it went.
“You need to wake up, man,” Ren laughed, before walking into the rising shadows

around the house.
Hardy teetered forward to follow him, but decided instead to find Ophelia. He entered the

house after pausing to pocket the journal. It was filled with caterers and workers, all following

their nightly summer routine. These revelries would end soon. Ophelia would be occupied in
school and the valley would retreat into itself for winter. Hardy navigated the crowded rooms

politely. When he saw Ophelia’s father, he quietly mentioned that Ren was back on the property.
With a curt nod and a motion of his hand, Ophelia’s father dismissed two of the box-movers out

into the night. Hardy made for the stairs— for Ophelia’s bedroom. He opened the door without
knocking to find it empty, stagnant.
Hardy felt a twinge of panic. Ophelia could not see Ren again. Only Ren could make her
dance. Smoothing his hair back, he retreated down the stairs and acknowledged her father’s eyes

with only a nod before walking out the back door. The evening was cold, swirling in smoke and

fog. Had it been early summer, the barbecue may have been canceled, but people grew desperate
when they saw the sand in the bottom half of the hour glass, or how soon the sun escaped their
purposes.

Hardy unbuttoned the first few buttons of his linen shirt, damp and itchy and suffocating.
He could hear his own breathing as he walked the perimeter around the house, seeking his

Galatea. He was about to enter the maze to find her when he spied her dressed in black and

talking to the bassist they had watched together earlier, plucking playfully at the strings and
producing low notes. She laughed at her creations.
Urgent but steady, Hardy walked over to her. When he drew near, Ophelia turned to
look at him, eyebrows raised. A frankness. No confession. She gracefully avoided his arm and

turned to the bassist.
“You’ve met my father’s advisor Hardy before, yes?” she asked the musician. She turned

to Hardy. “I’m sorry, sir,” she said with an earnest formality in her voice, “I’m afraid I don’t
know your first name.”

Hardy blinked. He shook the bassist’s hand but said nothing. Then he walked away. He

retreated to his perch away from the dance floor and watched Ophelia come to life as the party
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started. She engaged with her father’s friends and danced. Hardy had to look away. Eventually,

she emerged from under the light of the tent, breathing deeply. It was then that he darted
forward, quietly, finally. He grasped her arm roughly and she started, but the party did not

notice. Hardy guided her into the maze, preparing himself for the absolute darkness. It was not
dark in terms of absence of light— rather, it was an octopus-ink-at-the-bottom-of-the-ocean

darkness. A darkness smarter than he was. He kept one hand around Ophelia’s wrist and the

other grazing the maze walls. He had memorized the route to the gazebo, where there was at

least dim light.
Ophelia did not speak. She did not question his outburst. When he finally let her go in the
center of the gazebo, she did not nurse her surely hurting wrist.

Hardy paced in front of her with his hands on his hips, shaking his head.

“What the hell are you doing?” he asked. “You can’t— we—”
Ophelia stepped forward, angry at last. “Did it cross your mind that I didn’t want you to
get caught like Ren?” she spat.

Hardy stood still. “I just—you’ve changed your mind,” he decided.
Ophelia made a face. “I’m a child,” she said.
“You’re acting like it.”

“I’m allowed.” Ophelia nodded. “I’m allowed,” she said again. She sat down on the
gazebo’s top step and sighed. When she spoke, she did so gently.

“I don’t want this. This feels bad. I don’t—Do you know how old I am?”
It was a cruel thing to say when the number she conjured was all that had twisted in

Hardy’s stomach, when it was the only thing that made him stumble over his own feet. The
lanterns around the gazebo were too low for him to see the strange darkness of her eyes— he
could only see the whites. They glowed, and the sight was like a reed in his spine. His chest

puffed and he reached out—she permitted it—and entwined his fingers in her hair. She was still.
With his other hand, Hardy lined her cheekbone with thumb, gently. He may have been the
bordering darkness itself. A tipsy wanderer may have passed by and seen only two figures in the

dark, drawing closer and closer like the sun to the mountains. The baseline from the band sifted
through the vines and breathing grass. Hardy withdrew his hands and put them in his pockets.
She looked unmoved. After a moment, she wouldn’t look at him. Hardy hoped she was

blushing. When he walked away and she didn’t call out, he began to stride faster. He got lost in
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the maze twice before he found the line to the entrance. The lights grew brighter and he was
almost out of the tempest when Ren ducked in. They could not avoid each other. Hardy burst

forward and seized Ren by his coat lapels, slamming him into the leaf walls. The smaller man

made no sound, and his body did not try to stay upright.

-

Hardy did not break his stride. He left the maze with purpose and did not break it even as
box-movers filed into the maze and Ophelia’s father waited for him with his arms crossed. Hardy
walked past him, around the house, into the gravel carpark, and into his truck. His key was in the

ignition. He tried to breathe, tried to convince himself that this was his air. When his grace did
not come, he grabbed the steering wheel and shook it, shouting, expounding all of the violence
he had not used on Ren and 0—.

He felt the journal in his pocket. He clawed it out and began ripping out pages from the
center and crumpling them, like a child does when all is lost. After a moment, he settled. The
first page of the journal sat open for him:

Ifeel like lam floating in the river, endlessly. Ifeel like I am one of those
characters from a science-fiction novel who has lost control ofhis time machine and is

drifting through moments without an anchor. I do not recognize one eveningfrom

another. I do not remember to water my berries. I do not remember my jokes with Ren. It
doesn I matter. They are all the same. They are all spent.

Hardy flipped to the next page, the second entry, dated the day Ophelia’s father first

summoned him. It was one word long.
Hardy.

He turned his key in the ignition and left the estate.

Day’s End
By Katie Gildner

Each is different. Some suns descend
in glory, filling valleys with floods of light:
magnificent, fleeting - fireworks. They fade
slowly to darkness, bringing their days
to end with a shout. A fiery farewell
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as night extinguishes their colors. Most suns

die slowly. They understand the reasons
of age, why they wither. They tend
to be unremarkable - unseen - unnoticed as well
they are soon forgotten. But as a bird in flight
soars on measured wing, so do these days
savor every drop of light as they fade

into inevitable darkness. Watching you fade,
I thought these things. How could your sun so young, so bright - set after so few of days.
Prostrate, I listened to faceless people send
unanswered prayers as your ribbon of pure light
clung to a cruel, uncaring world.
Why? I asked. Why are you being taken from my world?
Tormented, alone, I too began to fade,
becoming lost in shadows, lost from light.
Shouts, curses, tears - all reason
buried beneath the maelstrom - pretend
and dreams became my new reality. I drifted to a daze,

lost in the remains of sanity. The holidays
arrived, still you clung to this world denying the night, trying to once more ascend,
and I hoped. I hoped you would live to feel a blush fade
after your first kiss, to nervously straighten your crimson
bowtie before prom, to know and experience every delight

this world can offer. But your ribbon of light
became shorter and shorter, your days
rapidly running out. Until it came that the sun
sank with slivers of gold. The world
did not care. It did not care that I felt you fade,
my hand wrapped around the one I could never mend.

My son’s light extinguished, his soul leaving the world,
But nothing changed - time didn’t stand still to watch him fade it was only another day’s end.
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The Wall
Jeremy George
Exploding from the dirty gravel road, a
wall of sand, dirt and smoke rise high into the sky.
All is silent but for one asking "the fuck?"
It may have been me, I cannot remember,
so much of it a fog, like the smoke and dust
that is now consuming the windshield.
The smell of diesel, smoke and dirt fill my nostrils,
burning a memory that lingers today.
My body crashes into panic as fear takes hold.
The hair on my arms jump to attention
under my long sleeved shirt screaming in pain.
My mouth slowly opens, gulping down the smoky air,
my tongue peeks through my teeth in morbid curiosity.

Seemingly of one mind, we simultaneously clear the fog long before the wall opens,
the silence now broken as shouts
and orders fly into my crackling headset.
Visions of an overturned Humvee and scattered limbs
play like a movie on the dark tan screen
of this terrifying drive-in theater, but do not overcome the voices now yelling at me. "Move!
Move!"
"Drive! Get out of the fucking kill zone! Go!"

An odd moment of peace is felt, but only in my mind.
My body is still in panic mode, pumping that wonderful drug
called adrenaline, making my heart race and time slow.
Waiting for the dirt, smoke and sand to clear.
There! Just ahead! My brothers live!
You missed us today Haji, and here is to missing us for five more months.

Internment
Ceder Cumin

He sits hunched in his wheelchair
while he watches the cemetery crowd
pay tribute to the soldier’s death.
Leaves tumble from half dead ash trees.
Mud and decayed cut grass weigh
down the crowd’s church shoes.
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He thinks about the time he spent
fighting beside the man in this coffin,
the air sits heavy as he listens to the lament.
Both jeans folded and pinned at the knee
a titanium plate to protect a mind that swells
with bitterness, no one reaches down to offer
him the comfort he could not openly welcome.
Twenty-one guns fire and shellshock his ears.
He reaches out to touch his friend’s casket,
leaving behind a smudge on the interment flag,
Lowered beneath the Earth covered in our stripes
a body irrelevant, forgotten, abandoned to darkness.

These Tiled Floors
Isaac Bostrom
Be with me as I look at this mirror’s unwelcoming reflection.
Reach your hand out to me, father; enclose my heart with your protection.
I am hurting and this bathroom floor offers no solution.
I lie on these tiles, shepherd, and pray you clear my mind’s pollution.

Be with me, for alone I cannot defeat this sin.
Follow me through these desires; battle this evil within.
My Lord, the temptations I feel are overwhelming and strong.
But lying on this painful floor reminds me they are wrong.
Be with me, for your strength will heal this stubborn infection.
My soul is lost; only you can turn my eyes to the righteous direction.
My God, show me these desperate cries are not in vain.
These frigid tiles have begun to absorb my expanding pain.
Be with me when I need it most and when I need it least.
Your love is felt; the pain inside is temporarily released.
I stand in victory and leave this tiled floor.
Even if I return, your strength prepares me for this continuous war.
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A Slimy Slope
Ruth Lerum
To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Something Strange
Friday, March 15, 2013
John,
Today’s episode of the weird comes from my fish tank. You know how I was having a
problem with a snail infestation? Remember how they had multiplied to the point where they
took over my entire fish tank and I was looking into ways to get rid of them? Well, today they
mysteriously disappeared. I have no idea where they went. I looked everywhere I could think
of, and even shone a light underneath the rocks to see if they were just hiding, but I only found a
half-dozen of them. My fish all seem to be fine and I didn’t see any dead snails or empty shells,
so I have no idea what is going on. Strange, huh?

I bought a new plant for my tank today. Ever since the last plant was eaten by the snails
my tetras have been looking lost. They like to hide in the leaves you know, and without their
plant the tank is just too open and visible and they get nervous. When I put in the new plant,
they were skeptical at first, nosing at it and then darting away. Finally, Benny the Beta glided
over and rested on one of the leaves. My tetras have accepted the plant now and are currently
darting in and out of the leaves.
How are the kids? I always look forward to hearing about them. Tell them hi from their
auntie for me will you?
Much love,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Saturday, March 16, 2013

Subject: Return
John,

The snails are back! I don’t know how, or why, but this morning when I woke up they
were everywhere again. I guess they were just hiding and I couldn’t find them. Somehow.
My tetras are so funny. Today when I fed them, they came darting to the surface and
snapping at the food, just like usual, and Roger, the one with the gimpy fin, was having the
hardest time. He would line himself up under the food and aim just so, but then before he could
strike and get it another of the tetras would snatch it away from right in front of him. His fin
slows him down you see, and the other fish just swim circles around him.
But don’t worry, he isn’t about to starve. Roger may be the slowest of my fish, but he’s
also the bravest. When Benny the Beta decides he wants to eat and swims up, all the tetras get
out of the way. All except Roger. Roger just stays focused on the food and no Beta is going to
distract him. Really, he’s the bravest of my fish.
Thanks for the pictures of the kids. They sure are growing up fast.
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Best,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Gone Again

Sunday, March 17,2013

John,
They’ve disappeared again. I looked and looked, and I only found a few snails. And before you
ask, yes, I even tried reaching in and moving the rocks to look. I hated to do it though, because I
know it scares my little fishies so much. Except Roger of course. Nothing scares him. But the
other fish, it terrifies them. I mean, what would you think if you were just going peacefully
about your daily business and then all of a sudden, here comes this great big thing that picks up
pieces of your house and moves them about? I know I wouldn’t like it. Anyway, after I
searched the tank, I decided to watch and see if the snails came back and, if so, how they did it. I
sat there for three hours and they hadn’t shown up yet when I decided to get a drink of water.
When I came back, the snails had returned!
I’m stumped. Do you have any idea what the snails might be doing, and how?

Confused,
Julie
To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Theory

Monday, March 18,2013

John,
I think I know what the snails might be doing! They’re aliens and they ’re teleporting! I know
you just rolled your eyes, but it all makes sense! When I couldn’t find the snails in my tank the
other day, they were just off visiting another tank or maybe even their mother ship. It would also
explain how they can just show up in a fish tank where they never were before.
Of course, I can’t prove any of this yet, but I have a plan. I’m going to buy a new fish tank and
make sure there are absolutely no snails in it. Then, I’m going to watch and see if any show up.
When they do, I’ll have proof that even yw can’t ignore.
I wonder if they’re nice aliens, or if they want to take over the planet.
In other news, my smallest tetra, Finn, is finally growing. He used to be only 7/8 of an inch
long, a quarter of an inch shorter than Lily, the next smallest. Now he’s 1 inch exactly, only an

eighth of an inch shorter than her. I’m so proud of him.
Fondly,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Not Obsessed

Tuesday, March 19,2013
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John,

Just because you don’t appreciate aquariums like I do doesn’t mean you need to criticize my life.
I know what I’m doing and I’m quite happy thank you. For your information, I don’t spend all
my time looking at my fish. I take time to write to you. I even have a job as a hotel maid, as you
well know. Otherwise it would be impossible to take care of my fish. Aquariums are expensive.
So no matter what you think, I am not a recluse. And I am not obsessed.
I was going to tell you all about the new 5 gallon tank I got and how it’s so pretty and how it
makes my apartment feel extra cheery and all about the fish I got for the new tank, which are
goldfish because they are so pretty, and the castle that looks like it’s covered in moss, and the
white rocks, and the twisty bamboo plant that sits in the comer, but after your email I don’t think
I will tell you. Maybe I won’t even tell you how my experiment turns out. It would serve you
right.
Your NOT obsessed sister,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: THEY TELEPORTED!!!
John,

Sunday, March 24, 2013

I don’t care anymore if you thought my idea was silly, because it’s true! There were
snails in the second tank this morning when I woke up! They weren’t even little snails that
might have hatched from eggs I didn’t notice, but they were big snails, full grown. The only way
they could have possibly gotten there is by teleporting. This means we really are being visited by
aliens. I’m going to start telling everyone I know. We need to prepare to try and talk to them or,
in case of an invasion, to defend ourselves.
ISN’T THIS EXCITING?
Julie
P.S. You know I can’t stay mad at you for long, especially when I’m right about everything.

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Unfair
John,

Monday, March 25, 2013

I stopped sleepwalking when we were kids, and I’m affronted that you would even
insinuate that. Of course the snails teleport. There is no other possible explanation for what
happened. We have aliens living among us. Who knows, maybe there are more of them, like
cats. I’ve always thought cats had a look about them that just screams “I’m from another world
and we’re so much better than you.” Or, I’ll bet our old science teacher, Mr. Jeffries is an alien.
He probably hides his antennae under that great mop of hair, and wears thick glasses just because
the sun’s light is too bright for him.
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Oh, I quit my job so I can spend all my time observing the snails instead of wasting it on
work. Don’t worry; I have plenty of money in my bank account to take care of my fish for a

while.
Julie
To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Help!

Tuesday, March 26, 2013

John,
The snails not only can teleport, they have mind control powers! I woke up last night with my
hand in the little fish tank, and there were snails all over my hand. They were attached to my
skin, obviously doing their best to completely take over my mind. Apparently they are so far
only able to influence me when I am asleep, but I have no doubt they were injecting something

into my arm to make me obey them all the time.
So far, no one believes the danger the snails present. Even you, my dearest brother, are
skeptical. I know what I saw though, and even if no one else will believe me, it’s time to take
action. The snails will never have earth while I’m around. Someone has to protect the fish.

Determined,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Dead

Wednesday, March 27, 2013

John,
They’re dead. Every single one of my fish is dead, and it’s all the snails’ fault. The doctors
don’t want me type or use my hands at all yet today, so I’ll have to tell you about it later.

Sadly,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Don’t Worry

Friday, March 29, 2013

John,
I know you worried about me when I didn’t email you yesterday. I’m fine. The doctor took my
computer away for a day after he found out about my earlier email. He says it’s ok to type now
though, the cuts on my hands and arms aren’t likely to open up again.
But I know you’re dying to hear about my poor little babies.
My email to you on Tuesday night made me realize just how dangerous the snails really are, so I
decided to get rid of them while their hold on me was still weak and snuck up on them with a
crowbar. They never even saw me coming. I smashed the side of the small tank first, and water
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and snails came flooding out. I have never been so satisfied. Then I went to smash the big
aquarium and, John, here’s evidence they really have mind control powers, because I almost
couldn 't do it. I stood there for a full five minutes trying to will my arm to move and hit the tank
while the snails sat on the other side of the glass willing my arm not to move. Finally, I won the
battle and struck the side of the tank. After that, there was nothing the snails could do.
Glass and water and snails and my poor fish exploded from the side of the tank and onto the
floor. At first, I thought that’s all I needed to do, but then I realized the snails were still moving!
So, I did the logical thing. I went around finding the snails and smashing them.
I also tried to save my fish, but they were traumatized by the invasion and some of them
were cut by the glass. Poor Benny was the worst. His tail was about shredded. But you know
what makes me the maddest? There was a snail crawling on him and sucking the life out ofhim!
I get choked up just thinking about it. Out of all my little fishies, only Roger survived the night.
He didn’t survive the move to the hospital though.

The only good news is that every single one of the snails is dead\ I stayed up all night to
make sure.
Upset,
Julie
To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: RE: WHY ARE YOU IN THE HOSPITAL?
John,

Saturday, March 30, 2013

It’s really very simple, the people in the apartment below mine complained that there was
water coming in through their ceiling and the super visited me and saw my cut hands and arms
and brought me to the hospital. I’m still here. The doctors won’t let me go yet, even though I’ve
told them I need to go home. My fish need me.
John, I tried warning them about the snails and they stuck me with a psychiatrist! He asks me all
kinds of questions, but for some reason he mostly asks about you. I can’t figure it out.
I need to bury my fish, poor things.
Distraught,
Julie
To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com

Subject: Moved
John,

Monday, April 1, 2013

I’ve been moved to a mental hospital. The doctors won’t listen to me, the psychiatrists
don’t believe me, and they won’t let me leave. Well, I won’t stand for it I know my rights. I’m
sure it’s illegal to hold me against my will, especially when I’m perfectly sane.
Call the police for me. I can’t get to a phone or I’d do it myself.
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I weed to get out of here. I have to get out and make sure the snails are really dead.
Besides, I need to feed Roger and Benny and the rest. I’m sure they’re starving by now.
Get me out John. GET ME OUT!!!

Trapped,
Julie

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Crazy

Monday, April 1,2013

John,
I know, I know, two emails in one day is a bit excessive, but I had to tell you this. THE
PSYCHIATRISTS DON’T BELIEVE YOU EXIST!!! Clearly, I'm not the crazy one here. I

mean, what kind of person doesn’t know if her own brother exists?
/know you exist, and I’ve got your emails to prove it. They call me skitsophrenic and
delusional, but I know the truth and when you come to get me out of here, they’ll know it too.

The laugh’s on them,
Julie
P.S. I’m pretty sure skitsophrenic is spelled wrong, but I can’t look it up to check because I don’t
have internet here.

To: John457@hotmail.com
From: Fishlover23@gmail.com
Subject: Giant Fish Tank!

Monday, April 8,2013

John,
Sorry, I’ve been too busy to write. I enjoyed reading your last email about your kids though.
The reason I haven’t written is that one of the walls of the rec room here is almost entirely taken
up by a giant aquarium! I’ve been spending all my time getting acquainted with all the fish
inside. There are two angelfish, seven neon tetras, one catfish, two mollies, and two ghost
shrimp (they may not be fish but they’ve got the sweetest personalities). There are no snails. I
checked carefully. One of the tetras reminds me of Roger, he looks so much like him, but he’s
not brave at all. I usually have to search for a long time before I can find him hiding in the rocks
or plants. If s sad really. The catfish is the clown of the tank. He’s always getting up to some
kind of mischief. I’ve named him Bozo and I guess he must like it. He responds anyway.
You don’t have to try and get me out of here anymore. I’m going to stay and take care of the
fish. They’re going to need me if any snails try to take over. Don’t worry, I’ll watch carefully.
I’ve got to go to sharing circle now, but I’ll write later and tell you every little detail about my

new fishy friends and their home. I know you can hardly wait.

Your loving sister,

Julie
To: Lt.Shmerve975@snailmail.com
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From: Agent572-84-9567@snailmail.com
Subject: Mission Accomplished
Lieutenant Shmerve

Monday, April 8, 2013

Sir,

Subject 8827E is successfully neutralized. Subject held by decoy tank 76-23-874MN and
Ideological Containment Plan 6-MW, Mental-Ward, implemented.
Ready for debriefing.
Agent 572-84-9567

Small White Stones or How I Learned to Fly
Brenna Kinsey
It must have been one of those nights. The nights with screaming and broken glass. I
woke up on the kitchen floor. Laying on my stomach with the right side of my face on the
linoleum. My head in a pool of my own blood. I didn't want to remember what led up to this. Our
screaming, me running to the kitchen to get away, her grabbing the empty beer bottle and
swinging. Everything was sideways and kind of blurry. I couldn't open my right eye since it was
caked with dried blood. I looked out with my good eye at the floor. The linoleum had a mild
floral pattern with tiny blue flowers on vines snaking across each tile. I could only see the tiles
that were close to my head and the dishwasher if I really focused my good eye. It felt like the
mascara and eyeliner had mixed in with the blood like gravel into concrete. I had to focus on
something because if I didn’t there was a chance I might be sick. I could hear the creaking of the
old house from where I lay. I could feel it in the floor and all around me. This house had been my
grandmothers. When my mother had died it had passed to me since I was over 18. This house
was in my blood. This was my house. This was my house. I tried to sit up but it made everything
start to spin so I returned to my position on the floor. I tried to roll over and it felt a little better
though I could feel the blood caked to my hair more clearly. I should have been afraid, I should
have been panicked, I should have been something. But I didn’t feel anything. Well that isn’t
exactly true. I felt something but I could only describe it as a sickly feeling but that might also be
attributed to my recent loss of blood near my brain. Besides physical pain I didn't feel anything.
I wanted to try and sit back up and possibly see what time it was. I was able to sit up and
kind of back up so I was leaning against a cabinet. I felt my head to see where the blood had
come out. It was on the right side based on where the pain and throbbing was strongest. There
was a gash on my head but it didn't feel that big or deep and for the most part it had clotted.
Which was strange, since head/face wounds generally bleed the most and they go on for ages.
That's what my mother had told me once. I hadn't believed her till I got my first one. I must have
been passed out for a awhile then. It made me not want shower because I didn't want to risk
opening it up again and possibly not being able to stop it on my own. There were only so many
people who I could call and I didn't want an ambulance unless absolutely necessary. I guess I got
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lucky, I suppose. The wound could have been worse. The impact could have cracked my skull
and I could have died alone on my own kitchen floor and left my poor girlfriend to find my
corpse in the morning. I use poor very loosely. It's because of her I'm here. It could be much
worse but then again it could be much better. Like I could be dating someone who actually
remembers to take their meds and doesn't beat me to unconsciousness when they're having an
'episode'. That's what I call them so people won't worry as much. Saying, "Oh my girlfriend was
having an 'episode' last night,” is better than, "oh my girlfriend had a violent manic rampage and
knocked me unconscious with a beer bottle." If you tell people that, they look at you weirdly and
silently wonder what you were doing with your life. Weird shit happens to me all the time and I
don't need to make it worse.
I finally was able to stand up and look at the oven clock. 7:36am. I pulled a paper towel
off the roll and ran it under water and gently cleaned the blood off my eye so I could open it
properly. It was blurry but at least I could see a little better. It was shaping up to be a long day. I
slowly checked my body for more cuts just in case I had missed something on the account of
lack of brain-blood, but there wasn't anything else that wasn't old. I had to find Kittie. I quietly
made my way through the house, there was glass broken on the other side of the kitchen, where
she must have broken a bottle. I moved carefully towards it, not wanting to get glass shards in
my bare feet, because that would mean more blood to clean up later. It had been one of those
nights. I would clean up the glass later, or she would, but that was highly unlikely. Cleaning up
after nights like last night were always a chore and Kittie hated to admit that she had done
anything. I moved out of the kitchen and through the house, she wasn't in the living room or in
one of the spare rooms, she was in our bedroom. She was lying curled up in our bed like a
sleeping child. Her long blue hair flowing over the covers and pillow. She is so beautiful.
There are these things called "Intrusive Thoughts," they are the thoughts that happen
randomly and violently. When you are driving down the highway and you think IfI pull the
wheel I’ll send us over the cliff-or into oncoming traffic-1 could kill us all right now- Or
thoughts like, IfIjust took one step more I wouldfall off this ledge. Things like that which are
horrible but cannot be helped. This is a phenomenon that happens to many people but when I
asked several friends and acquaintances about it none of them had heard of it before. I think it s
beautifully morbid. I love things like that, things that are abandoned - left to rot away. People
are like that sometimes. Left to rot away. I read about them once in a psychology magazine that
Kittie gets because sometimes it had advice that she uses. I don't think I'll ever know if the
almost overwhelming desire to smother her to death right there was a intrusive thought or it was
a brief moment of insanity. But I could feel every inch of myself desire it and it scared me. I
could feel infinity in my veins. I was God. I would only need to move quietly so she wouldn’t
wake up, take a pillow off the bed and hold it down until she was no more. I felt sick. My hands
were sweating and suddenly I was acutely aware of how disgusting I was. I was sweating all over
and there was blood on my face and hands. I couldn't hurt Kittie, even if she had smashed a
bottle over my head. Kittie could stick knives under my skin and stir around my soul but I would
never know how to bring myself to hate her. There was only so much of it that was her fault.
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On good days she was an angel. But it was early and I didn't know what kind of day it
was shaping up to be for her. Besides, I still felt like shit. I would make it messy with my
disgusting self and when she woke up she would be horrified in the way I wasn't. I watched
Instead I went soundlessly as I could into the closet and got a change of clothes. These were dirty
with blood. I got a pair of black leggings and my grey sweater that reached down to mid-thigh. I
left the bedroom and made my way to the bathroom down the hall. I locked the door behind me.
This was an old house and the doors had a perpetual creak no matter how I oiled them. But it was
kind of charming too. Reassuring in a way. I always had a perpetual fear of someone coming into
the bathroom when I was undressed, or in a changing room, or anything. I sprayed water around
the basin of the bathtub to clean it up. I didn't want to use any chemical cleaners right now. I like
to put them in and then wait a little, I didn't have that kind of time. I didn't know what kind of
time I did have. But chemicals weren't to be used in the near future, besides the smell would stuff
up the bathroom and she didn't want to mess with my head anymore. There was enough wrong
with me at the present. That's what happens when you fall in love with the ocean, sometimes the
waters are calm and other times you're slammed against the rocks and left half-alive on the shore
with chunks of ship and dead fish all around you. It had been one of those times. I hadn't seen
honest to god clear waters in a long while. I ran the water till it was warm and cracked the small
window above it so the steam wouldn't fog everything up so badly. The water got warm after a
few seconds and I ran a full bath and stripped off my dirty and bloody clothes. The bathwater
was steaming up from the basin and I ran my hand through the steam and touched the water with
the tip of my finger. There was a full length mirror on the back of the door. It was a beautiful
mirror with a dirty white frame around it.

I saw myself. Oh God, I saw myself. There were bruises all over, and cuts, and scrapes. I
stepped towards the mirror and reached out to touch the smooth surface. I could see me but it
didn't look like me. Or at least the me that I always pictured in my mind. I touched the mirror
with the tips of my fingers, and traced the outline of my jaw. I had bruises all over my thighs, my
arms, everywhere. I mean, when Kittie and I had sex it sometimes got a little rough, but I knew
how to tell what was sexy-bruising and what was not, and there was a lot more not. My skin was
always pale and maybe that just made the cuts and bruises that more pronounced to me. But
maybe that's why I was bom this way. So that I would know in this moment that there was
something far more wrong. I heard a soft knock at the bathroom door. I backed up a few steps
and hugged my arms to myself suddenly all forms of aware of my own nakedness.
"Hey," said Kittie from the other side of the door, she sounded sleepy, "You in there,
babe?"
"Yes," I replied. "I’m going to take a bath."

"That sounds nice," groaned Kittie, I could hear her try the doorknob, "can I come join
you?"

"No," I tried to sound calm, I really tried, "Please just, just go back to bed or something.”
There was a brief silence, then she said, "Well, okay.” I could hear her footsteps move
away from the door. I assumed she went back to bed.
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I got a washcloth and a hand minor and stepped into the bath and sat down slowly. I
looked at my head in the hand mirror and brought the warm wet washcloth to my face and head
slowly to wash away the blood. The water around me got kind of murky but it was still warm.
There was a small floral cup on the side of the bathtub that looked clean so I used it to pour water
over my head and gently try to wash my hair without reopening my cut. I washed my face four
times.
I heard a scream and from the direction of the kitchen. I started to cry, everything
happens too much. The floodgates couldn't take anymore. All of the fear, anger, panic that I had
been able to so masterfully ward off in the kitchen and in the bedroom spilled out now. I heard
loud, hurried, footsteps approaching, Kittie was running down the hall past the bedroom. I started
to bawl, my whole body shaking in the murky water. I started, well, vocalizing is the best way to
describe it, I'm sure that to an outsider I would have sounded like a cat whose number was close
to up, but I didn't know what else to do. I heart Kittie banging her fist on the bathroom door.
"Marsh!" Kittie was screaming. "What happened last night? What the fuck happened?
What did I do? Marsh? Marsha! Marsha?”
I started screaming I slammed my hands against my ears and I screamed and Kittie was
banging her fists on the bathroom door making the mirror move and hit the door and I was
screaming and she was screaming and banging her hands against the door. It was so goddamn

loud.
Things calmed down like the always do. The noise stopped. The water went cold. Kittie
apologized up and down, promised to change, ect, ect.
Two hours later I walked into Angels Comer. A small cafe owned by Missy Hampter. I
had bandaged my head a little. It was super obvious that something had happened and Missy had
insisted looking at it as soon as she saw me She said I’d be okay, but it would smart for awhile.

But she didn’t think it would scar too bad.
"Oh, honey,” Missy had said cupping my face in her large hands. Her long elegantly
painted nails felt cool against my skin in the best way. "Oh, honey.”
I'm shocked I didn't start crying right there. She looked so sad for me.
Angels Comer was our safe zone for all of us. It didn't look like much from the front,
usually because people thought it was perfectly acceptable to graffiti all sorts of slurs across our
building. The worst kind of thing, but it would get cleaned up and the building would look nice
for a week or so then the process would start over again. I guess they don't have anything more
productive to do than hate us. That's what my mother had taught me to think when I first came
out.

Sweets, she would say, there's gonna be a lot ofpeople out there who are gonna hate you.
They'll burn you if they get the chance because they're scared, but you can't be scared. Sweets,
you have to love them despite their ignorance. That's the only way things are ever gonna change.
I miss my mom so much.
Aaron and Harri came in a bit later and they looked good. They saw me almost
immediately, well they saw my new wounds, and demanded I tell them what happened. It takes
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about an hour to explain it all. Aaron leaned his elbows on the table and looking at me intently
with his chocolate brown eyes. Harri was sitting next to him holding her tea in dirty hands. They
both were silent for a long time. So I could look at both of them for a while. Aaron was a recent
addition to our little community. Harri and I have been here from the start. We helped fund
Missy's endeavor to make this cafe. Aaron was one of the many who were benefiting from all our
loves.

"I'm tired of bars, and clubs," Missy had said five years back, when she first started her
transition. Missy had the kind of soul that poets wrote about. "I just want to meet a nice someone
in a coffee shop or something."
That seemed so long ago. God how we all changed since then. Missy was doing all sorts
of crazy beautiful things with her hair, Harri was in a long distance relationship, and I met Kittie.
"I don't really remember," I said, returning to Aaron's question. "I think she either got into
the bathroom and the screaming stopped. All I can remember after all the screaming was her
apologizing then us eating breakfast. Then cleaning up the kitchen, then Kittie going to work like
normal."
"That's fucked up," said Aaron. I smiled at him sadly.
"Tell me about it," I said picking at my croissant. I hated to admit that Aaron was right.
He can be a little prick sometimes.

"Marsh, babe, that doesn't sound good," said Harri. She had a thick raspy voice that I
think came from how much she was drinking the previous night. She didn't look hung-over but
after so long maybe she was just better at hiding it. Harri is a goddess among mortals but
sometimes I worry about her. Her last girlfriend had left because of the drinking and she had
gotten a little better since then, but still I worried. I wondered if her new long-distance girly new
about the drinking yet.
"I know, but it's been worse," I said.
"Since when?" said Aaron. He put his hand out and gestured, "like, damn, there is only so
much rope you can give her before she strings you up."
"Kittie wouldn't 'string me up'," I said, " not on purpose, anyway."
"Fuck 'stringing you up'," said Harri slapping her fist on the table, "she's fucking beating
the crap out of you, Marsh!"

"It's not all her fault," I said. I felt suddenly like a whining child. That Aaron and Harri,
my two friends were staring at me and my own love-struck stupidity. But that's the only way I
loved, wholeheartedly and stupidly. It had never been this bad, my head was still throbbing dully
and I wondered if I should in fact go to a hospital at some point. But Missy had dealt with her
share of bodily wounds, she had looked at me when we first came in and she said I should be
fine. But that I should go see a doctor if I felt dizzy, or had a headache that lasted for more than a
few hours.

This isn’t going to get better, is it? I thought. No it’s not, a small voice inside me
answered.
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"We all know that Kittie has her struggles," said Harri, "but this isn’t okay. Marsh, she's
not remembering to take her meds, she’s gotten more violent now than she's ever been, Marsh,

she can't help it all the time, but she's not even trying to stay healthy. For your sake."
"Well what do you want me to do?" I demanded, it came out harsher than I initially
wanted, but maybe I was just frustrated and it was slowly slipping out.

"Talk to her!"
"It's not that easy," I complained. Aaron rolled his eyes.
"Well it's not," I said again crossing my arms over my chest. Harri laughed and covered
her face with her plump hands. I huffed a little and then started laughing too. Aaron shook his

head.
"But seriously, Marsh," said Harri, "Aaron is right, you need to talk to Kittie."
"Alright, I'll try,” I promised.
"And soon before she kills you on accident," said Aaron. Harri smacked his arm with the
back of her hand lightly and he made a high pitched noise. They were angels, they had to be.
"Alright, I will," I said.
"Good," said Harri. Aaron nodded and took a sip of his drink, I sat in silence.

The house was quiet when I got back. Kittie was still at working at the library. I walked
through the house and into the kitchen. This was my house, I just had to remind myself. I made
myself a cup of tea and went out into the back yard. I wasn't a spectacular gardener but nothing
much had really died since the last frost in March so that was good. Everything would start
blooming again. Kittie was more of a fall person anyway, she had horrid allergies so it always
got difficult for her since her medications would react to allergy relievers if she wasn't careful.
The meds Kittie was on were touchy and we both had to be careful they didn't have a reaction to

other medications.
Ifa person with tattoos on their skin tells you they're afraid of commitment, my mother
had said once, then they are lying to you.
I don't think she would have liked any of my tattoos, but maybe that was the point. I have
a small blackbird on my wrist. On my upper arm I have a pale daisy chain, and on my left side I
have a small sun. I love my tattoos, if I had more money I would get more. But some people

regretted their tattoos. Harri had a butterfly on her ankle she was saving up money to remove, or
get covered to look like something else, she wasn't sure yet. I looked over the beautiful garden,
our beautiful garden. I had to think about what I was going to say. I didn't want to sound
accusing or angry, because despite what Harri, Aaron and Missy thought, it wasn't all her fault.
She was just forgetful, but her forgetfulness was putting me in danger. I could have died, or
gotten a brain injury, and what did she do? She probably raged around the house then went to
bed! When Kittie and I first started dating she told me about it, a fair warning, and I had accepted

the challenges that come with loving someone like her who came with challenges etched into
their skin. But things had changed as they do but in our case for the worse. I don t know if I
could pinpoint the moment she decided to stop taking good care of herself. At the beginning she
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never forgot to take her pills. If she refused to try to get better than I would ask her to leave, but
I really didn t want to. I loved Kittie dearly and that would never change. Lots of things never
changed. The butterflies would be coming back the little birds had already started to come back.
I looked over to the end of the garden where we kept a feeder which was probably still empty but
I would buy seeds to refill it soon so the birds would come back. I had to do this right. This is my
house, in the end, this is my home. Our home? Not if she refused to change.
I pulled my phone out of my sweater pocket. I brought up Kitties, number and texted her.
When you get home come out to the garden
I contemplated putting: we need to talk. But that would scare her. It would scare me. I
just hit Send and sat in silence for a while looking at the message. An hour passed quietly as I
stood up and walked around for a bit. Thinking hard about what I was going to say. I looked at
bush covered in tiny blue flowers. At the base were small white pebbles. I couldn’t remember the
name of the bush but it was in a book somewhere"Hey!"
I turned around and Kittie was strutting into the garden. She had dark blue jeans on and a
white tank top. Her blue hair was pulled up into a tight pony-tail.
"Hey,” I said back. She came to me and tried to hug me but I wouldn’t let her.
"What’s the matter?" she asked, trying to look me in the eye.
"We need to talk," I said as frankly as I could muster. Her faced dropped.
"You're still mad about last night?"

All of the elegant words I had been thinking of using vanished, "You're fucking right I'm
mad about last night!"
"I'm really sorry babe-"
"Don’t call me babe," I snapped, "don't call me that ever again. I'm so frustrated Kittie."
"Why?"
"You keep saying you'll change but you never do! You have these episodes and the next
day you're all tears and apologies. I can't fucking do this anymore!"
"I can change, I promise! I swear!" she said. She reached out for me but I slapped her
hands away. I burning inside.

"I know you can change, but for now, you'll have to change away from me," I said. It had
to be this all along.
"Are we done?" Kittie demanded. Tears were filling her eyes and I hated it, I hated her
for making me so scared and confused and in love.
"No," I said, "no we're not, but I'm asking you to move out for a while. Get your shit
together."

We’re done, we just don’t know it yet, I thought suddenly.
"I don't have anywhere to go!"
"You lived somewhere before you lived with me," I said, "you'll find somewhere else to
live now."

"Fuck you, Marsh," Kittie spat. It hurt. It really did.
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"No," I said slowly, "Fuck you, Kittie. I know that it's not all your fault. But this is my

house and I am asking you to leave."
I could see her building up to say something. Maybe even lash out at me. But then it all
died down and she deflated.
"Fine," Kittie said, "fine, I'll go pack some bags and leave. If that's what you want?"
"I think, for now, it's for the best," I said. She nodded then opened her mouth as if to say
something but then she closed it. Turning on her heel she walked silently into the house. I stood
there in silence for a while. If I focused really hard I thought I could hear her banging around in
the house. I sat down in the grass. I could hear her car start and pull away.
I looked over at the bush with the small blue flowers, the white stones at the base. I
reached out and scooped a handful of the small white pebbles into my hand. Then I dumped them
onto the ground and poked a few of them with my little finger. I looked up and a small butterfly
had landed on one of the small flowers of the bush. It flew away after a few seconds and I
watched it go and breathed for the first time in four years.

Heart
Emma Reisenauer

As I lay here in bed,
Staring again at my ceiling,
I attempt to place the feeling
That exists in the pit of my stomach.

Though ever present over the past four months,
This feeling has grown stronger,
Or has weakened,
With the events that have pasted.
At first I toy with reason:
“It’s a simple crush,
Nothing more,
Nothing less.”
Then I tell myself,
"Get over it,
you've gotten over it before,
So what’s different now??"
Hopelessness arrives a few minutes later,
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As his name once again
Enters my thoughts.

As my stomach turns,
I hold back the tears
Which threaten to spill.
1 desperately pray to God for help,
And finally come to a conclusion.
Yes, I like this musician,
Talented actor and
Imaginative mind.
Yes I like this gentleman,
Full of respect, humor,
Kindness and faith.
Yet his feelings for me,
Though unbearable to think,
And painful all the while,
Are not the same as mine for him.

These feelings,
Though rarely ever felt
By a heart such as hers,
Are not returned to her.
Even then pain and sadness
Were not the only things
Hiding in her heart.
For a heart so tender,
So sweet, so shy,
That it hardly even allowed her
to say hello,
Fear entered this heart
As changes occurred.

This sudden interest,
This sudden longing,
So different than her heart was used to,
Caused panic and fear.
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So that’s what she felt,
Lying in her bed,
Unknowing what the future held,
Just wanting things to stay
the way they were before.

Knowing she could not control
What her heart felt,
Or what fate decided,
She panicked at the first sign of change
And attempted to withdraw.
Only something occurred,
The musician suddenly knew,
Of her feelings for him.
The fear from before
Only doubled in size.
Still unaware of her own fear inside,
This young woman didn’t know what to do.
She finally understood,
Why one sided love
Can cause so much pain.

Her fear of change didn't get her anywhere.
Her feelings for him
Was a change in her life.
She panicked in this change,
And her fear allowed him to know.
His feelings for her, those just of a friend, broke her heart,
Though she felt just the same,
her life is no longer simple,
she accepted the challenges.

Her life was no longer grounded,
she flew like the bird.
Her life was no longer sad,
she loves every minute..
Her life was no longer repetitive,
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every second was a new chance.
Her life was no longer dull,
bright new colors appeared.
Her life was no longer lonely,
God is still her man

Though people around her
may find their own love,
Hers will come, one day soon.
Her heart may struggle,
But peace will come too.

Palindrome Poem
Kevin Murphy

Sounds
soothing,
voices soft,
with
gentle whispers
and blue
water colors
her
-Love
lier
colors water
blue and
whispers gentle
with
soft voices,
soothing
sounds.

Leave Taking
Elvira Roncalli
I saw you last at the door, standing, breathing,
Your eyes glittering, your smile embracing
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Had you been waiting?
The cold was sharp, your hands a fire
Many a winter seasons they had come through
The Russian ones, by far the worst,
your giving hands much consoling.

I knew then what I don’t know now,
Who you were, and where to find you.

To that door I have returned, seeking,
Knocking, hoping. But the winter gone, new life
Has spring brought forth, and the old replaced.
I have known you here, these woods our walking friends,
your words still echoing. Where are your consoling hands?
Here, I have been waiting.

Now and Forever
Kevin Murphy

What if we met on the rooftop
and spoke of right now as if it were
something tangible until our words faded
into dawn with the constellations? Would
you rest your head on my chest and gaze
at the stars in amazement as if they would
always keep burning? As if our souls would
always
keep burning with wonder?
Or would you sit with crossed legs
and half-a-smile as I wandered miles
and miles into your eyes, all the while

dancing
to the rhythm and the sound of your
voice?
Would you laugh if I told you
there was nowhere else I’d rather be?
As if somehow right now
were a tangible thing? As if we had
a choice to stop time and admire
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the silence? Would you reach out your hands
with mine and grasp the rising sun,
or shooting stars: Polaroids of the breaths
from seconds otherwise lost in memory?
If I could give you no logic or reason,
would you join me on the rooftop
and write now into the open pages
of forever?

There’s Only One Type of Person I Could Love
Chloe Hendrickson
On the one hand, you have me. I see monotony
in the hundreds of faces daily. I see petty
worries and struggles, trivial ebb and sway.
Go to school, cycle through relationships,
get jobs, find out what you’re having for lunch.
I see waves of emotion,
including fleeting infatuated smiles
of girls, the boys’ boredom with the same
routine as always.
I see eyes bright with hope, and eyes downcast from disappointment.
They are the naive and the jaded
who are falling in love
and shielding themselves from it, respectively.
I see the church-goers and the imaginary
halo that surrounds the group. They don’t see
the slumped bodies of the demoralized
around them. In fact, they choose not to look.
We are the ones who understand,
who see, and have conversations
about how all the candidates for office
this term are shit and how all media
is owned by the same corporate monsters
and how we never get a full, clear picture
and how it’s always been this way and how
we really can’t get away from oligarchy
and all these things. We talk about
how we trapped ourselves
and are so deep in that there’s no fixing
these crooked and broken institutions,
and our useless and helpless place within it.
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On the other hand, there is you.
You who paint, you who sing.
We push our cynical questions
on you, our probing and our sneers, but when you open
your mouth to respond, a melody surges out.
You sing and you paint the tears of humans. You expose
the blackness of our race, but behind each stroke
is the imminence of rebirth.

You are an artist.
We break down the putrid practice of man, but you create
out of the decay of our malevolence, something benign.
We are the fire that incinerates all in our paths,
but you are the water that heals the wounds
of those who survived the carnage.

We’ve shaken the foundations and crushed the binaries
by taking all that was black and white, and scrutinizing
and upsetting the boundary until all was gray.
Just when people thought they could not discern
any difference and everything looked pallid,
the artist dipped a brush into the gray
and painted fantastical, large and surreal,
never-before conceived shapes of emerald
and sky blue and stark gold and fiery red.
Each lay raw emotion out for the world to see
and made the hearts of dead men race again.
You, who opened your innermost being
to the world and risked all in the face of hate
and destruction, brought God back to the faithless
and was the only one capable of bringing life
to where all had abandoned the fanciful notion of
happily ever after. You said, “Maybe there is a God!
Maybe we can circulate knowledge to unravel
the current power knowledge and disciplinary
society we live in. Maybe we can replace the repressive
with the tolerant and remember our humanity.”

To be able to live again, to come out of the decay
of hatred and pain, knowing what’s at stake,
to stand up straight again and sing
among the cries of the degraded,
after opening your eyes and seeing the farce of humanity
and suffering for your naivety, to, in spite
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of everything, try and foster relationships
and tenderness and make yourself vulnerable
in a world you know is twisted,
is what it really means to love.
To meet a heartbroken person and trust
them, even if you know their broken past
and the enormous mistakes they’ve made;
to put your vulnerability in the hands
of someone who has cheated and lied
because you believe they can change;
to try to create life among those too naive to know better,
and those too brow-beaten to take any more blows;

that’s what it means to be an artist.
You love fiercely, and only
you could ignite my listless heart.

My Mother’s Notebook
Soumitree Gupta

Parti
My mother had a small notebook filled with poems in beautiful handwriting in
deep blue ink. This notebook happened to be tucked away into an obscure comer of her

black teak wood bedside table. The bedside table had a small shelf that was partitioned

into two halves. The upper half of the shelf came with a drawer and served as a makeshift
storage for contents from all over the world—a souvenir from Japan brought by my Dad,

key rings, a mini photo frame, multi-colored pens and pencils, letters written by my
maternal grandmother to my mother on sky blue paper, a shopping list, a postcard mailed

from England, and other such memorabilia from the near and distant past. In contrast to the

dramatic chaos of the upper self, the lower open shelf of the bedside table would be neatly
arranged with stacks of books, including literary magazines, a newly published book of
poems, or an old novel that my mother would be reading at the time. My mother would

dust her bedside table every day, and clean out the shelves once a month. This monthly

cleaning ritual was a source of great excitement for my younger brother and me.
During these cleaning sessions, my mother’s small bedside table-shelf would be converted

into a priceless treasure trove for us. Like a rooftop attic filled with forgotten relics from
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the past. With invigorated energy, my brother and I would join in the cleaning ritual. But

we were more interested in rummaging through the shelves than helping our mother
reorganize them. Despite some initial resistance, our mother would eventually yield to our
excitement for our treasure hunt, as long as she could have her bedside table shelves

emptied of useless junk! My brother and I would always find something we could stack

away into our own secret storehouses. It could be something as trivial as a colorful pencil,
or something as deeply emotional as a rakhi (wristband) embroidered with zardousi
(gold-colored thread) and gifted by our maternal grandmother during a festivity, or even a

book to read on an idle afternoon—an anthology of Bernard Shaw’s plays or a collection
of poems by Jibanananda Das, a Bengali poet whose writing reminded me of John Keats.

In the course of one such expedition, an old notebook tumbled out of my mother’s
bedside table shelf. The notebook belonged to my mother. I saw her touch its brittle black

covers and turn its slightly discolored pages with gentle affection. It was, as though, a

small delicate thing that she could have killed if she pressed it too hard. I asked my
mother what she would do with the notebook. She could not remember how the old
notebook ended up on her bedside table-shelf, but seeing the eagerness in my eyes, she

told me I could keep it, if I wanted to. I cautiously took it in my hands and opened it. It

was a notebook of poems, written by my mother when she was younger. I didn’t want to
read the poems yet. I would look for a fitting moment to read them, so I could savor every
word, every syllable carefully inscribed on the fading yellow pages of the notebook. After
all, these words, these syllables were the reflections of the suppressed poet in my mother

that had been gradually sucked into the banalities of domestic life.
The moment came soon, tiptoeing quietly into my bedroom on an overcast

afternoon. The gloomy sky outside my bedroom window that afternoon suddenly made me

want to seek refuge in my mother’s secret world of carefully crafted words and rhythms. I
would go back to my mother’s notebook over and over again, especially on afternoons like

that, when the gloom of the outside world would envelop my mind and sit like a thick
silence on my tongue.
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Part 2

On an ash-colored, sultry afternoon, I pull out my mother’s notebook, and begin to
read it. One of the poems seems familiar; I remember reading a version of it in an old

literary magazine that was stacked away in my mother’s bedside table shelf, ofcourse. As

I read the poems, I am transported to a different world. I can’t recognize the author of

these poems as my mother who must now relentlessly obsesses over household chores
and caregiving for her family.
The poems have an undercurrent ofmelancholy and a deep longingfor life. In one

of her poems, the female speaker emerges as a lone, mythic figure hopelessly walking
through the ruins of a graveyard and yet, transcending them as she writes herself into the

poem. There is also an isolated short story in her notebook ofpoems. In the story, written

through first-person narration, the female protagonist goes to see a famous male novelist

with her manuscript, only to have her writing and her creative labor painfully trivialized.
I want to ask my mother how she feels encountering her writingfrom the past. In my
adolescent mind, my mother s small black notebook becomes a mirror in which I see the

possibilities ofan unfulfilled intellectual life—suppressed and lost in the treadmill of
everyday domesticity. In my mother’s notebook, I also see reflections ofmy rebellious

adolescent self that aspires to a life beyond the happily-ever-after ending offairy-tale
weddings.
On this afternoon and many more to come, with my mother ’s notebook in my hand,

I stand in front of a whole new world ofhitherto unspoken language that I desire to enter.
I want to learn this language; I want to embrace its emotion; I want to reproduce its

rhythm in my own writing. Outside my bedroom window, the ash-colored sky clears away,
and thick blobs ofrain settle on the deep-veined, dark green leaves of the magnolia tree
reaching out to the sky.
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"To write means more than putting pretty words on a page;
the act of writing is to share a part of your soul with the world."
— Anonymous

